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Kurzfassung - Abstract
Kurzfassung Der Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) ist ein wesentlicher Teil des
Teilchendetektors ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS). Seine rund 420,000, auf ein
Volumen von etwa 22 m3 verteilten, detektierenden Elemente erzeugen bei einer
Ereignisrate von 40 MHz rund 20 TBit pro Sekunde. Diese Datenmenge muß 100 m
weit von der Elektronik innerhalb des Detektors in die Außenwelt gebracht
werden, um weiterverarbeitet werden zu können.
Die Aufgabe dieser Dissertation ist die Gewährleistung der Integrität der Daten
und der Elektromagnetischen Verträglichkeit innerhalb des TRT sowie gegenüber
seiner aggressiven Umgebung.
Die elektromagnetische Umwelt von Teilchendetektoren der Hochenergiephysik ist
nicht nur durch hohe Datenraten und Komplexität gekennzeichnet. Verschärfend
kommen hohe Empfindlichkeit der Detektorelemente und ihrer Vorverstärker,
begrenztes Platzangebot, begrenzt möglicher Materialeinsatz, hohe Radioaktivität
und große statische Magnetfelder hinzu. Spezielles Design ist nötig, um den
Nachteil auszugleichen, viele Standardmaßnahmen der Industrie nicht verwenden
zu können.
Abstract The Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) is a sub detector of the particle detector
ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS). About 420,000 detecting elements are
distributed over 22 m3. They produce each second approximately 20 Tbit of data
which has to be transferred from the front-end electronics inside the detector to the
back-end electronics outside the detector for further processing.
The task of this thesis is to guarantee the integrity of the signals and the
electromagnetic compatibility inside the TRT as well as to the aggressive
surroundings.
The electromagnetic environment of particle detectors in high-energy physics adds
special constraints to the high data rates and the high complexity: high sensibility
of the detecting elements and their pre amplifiers, confined space, limited material
budget, a radioactive environment, and high static magnetic fields. Thus many
industrial standard measures have to be abandoned. Special design is essential to
compensate this disadvantage.
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Preface
This thesis does not intend to be a handbook for particle physics. Neither does the
author want to pretend to understand the unified theory or how the Higgs effect
really works. Therefore this topics are mentioned only shortly in the introduction -
chapter 1. It will give a brief overview of the ATLAS detector and sub-detectors and
more detailed information about the TRT sub-detector and the special design
constraints in high-energy physics.
The main part is divided into two parts: signal integrity and electromagnetic
compatibility. Chapter 2 analyses the detector in terms of signal integrity by
following the path of the signals. It discusses possible solutions and describes the
results found by simulations and experiments.
Chapter 3 covers the electromagnetic compatibility of the ATLAS TRT within the
system and opposed to a violent environment. It identifies possible noise sources,
their receptors, and the coupling paths and describes measures to ensure
electromagnetic compatibility. Finally, this chapter presents a grounding scheme of
the system.
The conclusions - chapter 4 - discuss the already implemented design solutions and
their results. However, the final validation will be available only in 2005 when the
full system is running.
Preface
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Chapter   1
Introduction
The TRT is one of the sub-detectors of ATLAS, a future particle detector which is
going to be built at CERN, the European Laboratory for Nuclear Research. This
sub-detector will be a cylinder of a length of seven meters and of a diameter of
approximately two meters. It will contain about 420,000 detecting elements, which
produce a data stream of up to 19 Tbit per second.
The huge amount of data and the large size of the TRT demand a circumspect
design with respect to signal integrity and noise performance. The information
gathered inside the detector has to be transmitted reliably to the outside. In
addition, the sub-detector and its services should not interfere with other parts of
the detector in terms of disturbing or being disturbed.
Up to now, signal integrity and electromagnetic compatibility were well known in
high-energy physics, but somehow neglected until problems appeared. This is not
any more acceptable for a complex design like ATLAS. Thus it is necessary to
include these design concepts as soon as possible.
This thesis will discuss possible problematic areas which were found by simulation,
measurements, and redesign, and it will point out how to implement them in the
special environment of the TRT detector.
1.1 Environment .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2
1.2 Transition-Radiation Tracker.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6
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1.1 Environment
When I started to work in the field of electromagnetic compatibility - EMC, people
told me that EMC is the black magic of electronics engineering. By now I know it is
a very black art, but only in so far as there are many mutually excluding opinions.
And, you are lost if you dare to deal with it. Books tell you contradictory theories,
formulas are rare, and simulations work only with very simple models.
At the end, you figure out that EMC is just an unloved child of electronics with
basic rules and well developed theories. They are not simple templates which you
can use in all cases. They have to be adapted separately to each environment.
CERN1, the European Laboratory for Particle Physics, is a very special environment
itself - see figure 1.1. So are the particle accelerators and detectors which will be
described in this introduction to give an overview about the system.
CERN CERN - the Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire [1] - is the world’s
largest scientific laboratory for high-energy physics. More than 7,000 scientists from
laboratories and universities all over the world use its facilities near the city of
Geneva to study the constituents of matter and the nature of fundamental forces.
For this purpose, physicists investigate the reactions among colliding elementary
particles. Huge machines - see figure 1.2 - accelerate these particles to velocities
close to the speed of light and collide them with high energies, where they are
converted into new particles. The Standard Model derived from these
investigations formulates a coherent theory, but it does not yet answer everything.
Higgs Particle One of the unsolved miracles is the origin of mass. It could be solved by the so
called Higgs mechanism. This mechanism suggests that particles acquire mass by
interacting with a force field - the Higgs field. Raising the impact energy of particle
1 http://www.cern.ch/
Figure 1.1 Schematic view [2] of the current particle accelerator (LEP), its particle detectors (ALEPH,
DELPHI, L3, OPAL), the pre-accelerator (SPS), and the surface facilities of CERN.
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collisions well above 1 TeV, could prove the theory by the discovery of an
associated Higgs Particle.
LHC To provide an energy of more than 1 TeV, a new particle accelerator - called LHC1
or Large Hadron Collider - will replace the current accelerator - called the LEP or
Large Electron Positron collider. This machine will allow to address the problem
concerning the Higgs particle and to achieve further insights - see figure 1.2.
Like the LEP in figure 1.1, the LHC in figure 1.2 will be a circular accelerator, placed
in a ring tunnel of a perimeter of about 27 km at a depth of approximately 100 m
underground. LHC will collide proton beams with energies around 14 TeV at
interaction rates of 40 MHz or beams of heavy ions such as lead with a total
collision energy in excess of 1,250 TeV.
The particle interactions will happen in discrete locations surrounded by four new
particle detectors. ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) and LHCb (Large
Hadron Collider Beauty) are two smaller detectors which will study heavy ions, CP
violations, and rare B decays - see Appendix A. ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC
ApparatuS) and CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) are two big experiments which
will investigate proton-proton interactions. The four experiments are built in
different technologies to succeed in their own specific tasks.
ATLAS ATLAS2 (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) is a particle detector of the size of a five-story
building 100 m underground. Its cylindrical shape has a diameter of 22 m and a
length of 45 m. Through the center of the detector runs the beam pipe which carries
the particle beams. Particles travelling in opposite directions through this pipe
collide in the middle of the detector and produce new particles. These are not
evident until they either interact with the detector in a measurable way or decay
into detectable particles.
For this purpose, the detector consists of an inner tracker (the Inner Detector) which
registers the tracks of the charged particles, several calorimeters (the
electromagnetic - EM - calorimeter, the Hadron Calorimeter, and the Forward
1 http://wwwlhc01.cern.ch/
Figure 1.2 Schematic view [3] of the future particle accelerator (LHC), its particle detectors (ATLAS, CMS,
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Calorimeter) which measure the energy of the particles, a muon spectrometer (the
Muon Detectors) which identifies and measures muons, and a pair of magnet
systems (the Solenoid and the Air-Core Toroids) which bends the tracks of the
particles to identify them - see figure 1.3.
Inner Detector The inner region of the detector - the Inner Detector1 - is responsible for the
tracking of the path of a charged particle. It is filled with finely subdivided sensing
elements which produce a signal when a charged particle hits them. From these
signals and the known detector locations, charged particle trajectories can be
reconstructed. A solenoidal magnet creates a magnetic field of two Tesla parallel to
the beam axis. The path of a charged particle curves in this magnetic field and
allows determination of the momentum and the sign of the charge from the radius
and the direction of the curvature.
The Inner Detector of ATLAS consists of three different parts: the Pixel detector, the
Semiconductor Tracker (SCT), and the Transition-Radiation Tracker (TRT) - see
figure 1.4.
The Pixel detector2 is closest to the collision point. It consists of about 140 million
detecting elements: thin layers of silicon subdivided into rectangular regions - the
pixels - with resolutions of 10 µm in radial and azimuthal direction and 50 µm in
axial direction.
The SCT3 is built of layers of silicon strip detectors. Each strip detector has two sets
of layers of silicon subdivided into narrow strips about 80 µm wide and several
Figure 1.3 Schematic view of the ATLAS detector [4] consisting of an inner tracker (Inner Detector),
calorimeters (EM, Hadron, Forward), a muon spectrometer (Muon Detectors), and a magnet
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centimeters long which are running at an angle relative to each other. The
intersection of those strips provides a three-dimensional position measurement
with a resolution of about 20 µm in radial and azimuthal direction and 700 µm in
axial direction.
The TRT1 is a collection of gas drift detectors, which consist of metal-plated kapton
tubes - the straws - with thin wires running through their centers. The tubes are
filled with a special Xe-gas mixture and have high voltage maintained between the
wire (anode) and the tube wall (cathode).
When a charged particle traverses a tube, it ionizes the gas. The arisen electrons
drift at a constant speed towards the wire. This produces an electrical signal which
indicates which tube was traversed. Measuring its arrival time relative to the beam
collision indicates how far from the wire the particle passed. In the center section
the tubes run parallel to the beam pipe. In the two end sections the tubes are
positioned radially.
Transition radiation - therefore Transition Radiation Tracker - consists of X-rays
generated when electrons moving at speeds close to the speed of light traverse
interfaces between materials with different dielectric constant. The transition
X-rays interact at a single point in the gas of the straw tubes and produce much
larger pulses than traversing charged particles. The detection of such large pulses
helps identifying the particle as an electron.
Calorimeters Calorimeters determine the total energy of traversing particles. The
electromagnetic calorimeter2 surround the Inner Detector; it measures the energy of
electrons, positrons, and photons. The Hadronic calorimeter3 - further outside -
3 http://www.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/INNER_DETECTOR/SCT/
Figure 1.4 Schematic view of the ATLAS Inner Detector [5] consisting of the Pixel detectors, the
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measures the energy of hadrons, which are strongly interacting particles like
protons, neutrons, pions, and other mesons.
An electromagnetic calorimeter absorbs the energy of all traversing electrons and
photons and produces signals proportional to those energies. It is finely subdivided
to measure the directional dependence of the electromagnetic energy. In ATLAS the
calorimeter consists of thin lead plates - each about 1.5 mm thick. The lead plates
are immersed in a bath of liquid argon as a sensing device. Hence the
electromagnetic calorimeter is also called the LAr Calorimeter. When high-energy
photons or electrons traverse the lead, they produce an electron shower which is
proportional to the incident energy. The liquid-argon gaps of about 4 mm between
the plates are subjected to a large electric field. When one of the shower electrons or
positrons gets into the argon, it produces a trail of electron-ion pairs along its path.
The electric field causes the ionization electrons to drift to the positive side. They
move faster than the ions and their motion produces an electric current in an
external circuit connected to the calorimeter.
The Hadronic Calorimeters surround the electromagnetic calorimeter. It absorbs
and measures the energy of hadrons, including protons and neutrons, pions and
kaons, whereas electrons and photons are stopped before reaching this sphere. In
ATLAS the hadronic calorimeters consist of steel absorbers separated by tiles of
scintillating plastic. Hence it is also called the Tile Calorimeter. Interactions of high-
energy hadrons in the plates transform the incident energy into a hadronic shower
of many low-energy protons and neutrons and other hadrons. This shower, when
traversing the scintillating tiles, causes them to emit light in an amount
proportional to the incident energy.
Muon
Spectrometer
Muons are the only charged particles which are able to travel through the whole
calorimeter material and reach the outer layer. The muon spectrometer1 surrounds
the calorimeter and measures muon paths to determine their momenta with high
precision. It consists of thousands of charged particle sensors placed in the
magnetic field produced by large superconducting toroidal coils. The sensors are
similar to the straws described for the Inner Detector but with larger tube
diameters of a couple of centimeters.
1.2 Transition-Radiation Tracker
The Transition-Radiation Tracker or TRT is a combined drift-tube and transition-
radiation detector. About 420,000 detecting elements are placed in a cylinder of the
length of about seven meters and a diameter of approximately 2 meters. The TRT
produces a data stream of up to 19 Tbit per second which the detached front-end
electronics has to process online and to send to the back-end electronics outside
ATLAS.
Due to the huge amount of data and the large extend of the TRT, careful design and
good knowledge of the system is essential to perform the tasks of signal integrity
and electromagnetic compatibility. Therefore this chapter describes the TRT
1 http://atlasinfo.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/MUON/muon_page.html
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starting from the generation of the signal, the processing and transmission, to the
mechanical structure and the services of the system.
1.2.1 Basic Function
signal generation The basic detecting element in the TRT is a straw detector [6]. A straw is a tube of a
diameter of 4 mm which builds the cathode of the system. It is made from a
polyimide film (kapton) coated with a conductive layer on one side and an
insulating layer on the other. Two tapes of this film are wound together in spirals to
create the final straw - see figure 1.5. The straws are reinforced by four carbon-fibre
strands, which are glued along the straws.
A gold-plated tungsten-wire with a diameter of 30 µm builds the anode inside each
tube. The straw is filled with a special Xe-gas mixture of 70% Xe, 20% CF4, and 10%
CO2. A high voltage of 1.6 kV creates a static electric field between the wire and the
metallized tube wall.
Figure 1.5 left: Cut through the straw wall [7]: consisting of two aluminium-coated kapton films;
right: Straw manufacturing procedure [8]: two layers of coated polyimide film are used for the
straw winding.
Figure 1.6 left: Working principle of a straw [9]: a traversing charged particle ionizes the gas and electrons
start to drift towards the wire; right: Straw current response to a point-like ionization [7].
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When a charged particle traverses the straw, it ionizes the gas and the electrons
start to drift towards the wire while the positive ions drift towards the cathode. An
avalanche is produced as the electron accelerates very near the wire surface. This
avalanche creates a pulse at the end of the straw - see figure 1.6.
The signal contains a fast electron component of only 3 to 5% of the total charge and
a large very-slow-ion component. In order to avoid shifts of the baseline for the
read-out electronics, these ion tails have to be eliminated in the front-end
electronics by analogue signal processing.
In addition the TRT is a Transition-Radiation detector. Radiation is emitted when a
particle moves across the interface of two media with different dielectric constants.
For charged relativistic particles like fast travelling electrons, this radiation consists
of X-rays.
In the TRT foam and foils are used to produce the interfaces. The transition X-rays
interact in the gas of the straw tubes and produce much larger pulses than
traversing charged particles. Thus, two discriminator thresholds will distinguish
among different kinds of particles: a low-energy threshold around 200 eV to detect
minimum-ionizing particles and a high-energy threshold around 6 keV for pulses
created by the transition-radiation effect.
signal
pre-processing
The signal deriving from the straws carries two kinds of information: first the
amplitude determines the effect which produced the signal (ionization or transition
radiation); second the arrival time gives the impact point of the particle into the
straw.
To obtain this data, the signal has to be amplified and the previously-mentioned ion
tail to be removed. Discriminators compare the shaped signal with thresholds for
the two kind of particles. Obtaining the timing information allows to recalculate the
position of the impact of the particle into one straw. The information about the
particle and the timing is stored in a pipeline.
Not all the information which is gathered inside the TRT is worthwhile for physics.
Thus only the data which corresponds to special events indicated by trigger signals
are sent out of the detector.
signal
transmission
The digital information has to be transferred out of the detector to the service
cavern USA 15 - see figure 1.7. For this purpose, it has to pass through the
calorimeters and the muon spectrometer, where it should not interfere with their
associated electronics. After about 100 m the signal arrives at the post-processing
electronics. For maintainability and mountability, the transmission line has to be
broken at several points - patch panels - to allow a simple mounting procedure.
signal
post-processing
A readout driver gathers the data from several channels. It compresses the
information by suppressing “empty” data from not hit straws. Finally, the newly
formatted information is sent to a readout buffer where it joins the data from the
other sub-detectors.
Transition-Radiation Tracker
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1.2.2 Mechanical Structure
The TRT consists of three parts; the barrel in the center with axial straws and two
end caps at the sides with radial straws - see figure 1.8.
Figure 1.7 Technical drawing of the ATLAS underground facilities [10] consisting of the main cavern (UX 15),
service caverns (US 15, USA 15), and service tunnels (UJ xx, UL xx).
Figure 1.8 Schematic diagram of the ATLAS TRT [7] consisting of a barrel in the center with axial straws and
two end caps at the sides with radial straws.
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barrel The barrel builds the center of the TRT. It is split into three times 32 modules,
whereas each 1/32 of the circumference consists of three types of modules. They
vary in size and number of straws. Each inner module (type 1) contains 329 straws,
each middle module (type 2) contains 520 straws, and each outer module (type 3)
contains 793 straws - see figure 1.9.
The straws inside the barrel are located parallel to the beam axis with a radial and
azimuthal spacing of 6.8 mm between each two straws. The wire of each straw is
electrically divided in two parts at the centre, thus giving two readout channels per
straw. The barrel TRT consequently contains a total number of 52,544 straws with
105,088 electronic read-out channels.
A module is housed in a carbon-fibre-reinforced plastic shell. Sets of printed-circuit
boards build the end caps. On the outside, the “tension plate” holds the wires
under a fixed tension and forms a part of the gas manifold. The tension plate
connects to the front-end electronics and it touches a cooling plate in the inside of
the module. The straws are glued to the high-voltage plate, which provides them
with high voltage. The spaces between the straws are filled with radiators for
transition radiation and with kapton sheets for the support of the straws - see
figure 1.10.
end cap The sides of the TRT are built by the two end caps. One end cap is split into 18
modules - the wheels. Depending on the position, the structure of the wheels varies
in size and number of straws. The first six wheels (type A) contain each 32 times
384 straws, the following eight wheels (type B) contain each 32 times 192 straws,
and the last four wheels (type C) contain each 32 times 288 straws. Totally, one end
cap contains 159,744 straws - see figure 1.11.
Figure 1.9 Layout of the barrel of the TRT [7] showing the three layers of barrel modules: inner layer - type 1,
middle layer - type 2, and outer layer - type 3.
Transition-Radiation Tracker
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The straws inside the wheels are located perpendicular to the beam axis. This
configuration and a different segmentation of the wheels allows an optimal
three-dimensional resolution of the particle track.
Three carbon-fibre rings provide together with the straws and printed-circuit
boards (the active and the passive web) a self-supporting structure. Four planes of
straws (wheel type A) are glued with fixation parts to the two inner rings (ring 1
and ring 2) - see figure 1.12, and the two outer rings (ring 2 and ring 3) to the
Figure 1.10 Axiometric view of the barrel-module end-plate region [11]: The tension plate holds the wires and
forms one side of the gas manifold. The straws are glued into the high-voltage plate. The wires
are centred in the straws by the wire supports inserted in the straw ends.
Figure 1.11 Axiometric view of one wheel of the TRT end cap [12]: the end cap of one side of the TRT
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printed-circuit boards. The active web is a flexible-rigid printed-circuit board with
an azimuthal extension of 1/16 of a wheel, which provides high-voltage and signal
connections to the straws and the wires. The passive web is a rigid printed-circuit
board without any traces.
Two four-plane wheels build one eight-plane wheel or a halve wheel. A full wheel
(of wheel type A) is made of 16 planes.
The gas manifold is closed at the top at ring 3, at the bottom of the straws with a
aluminium shell (inner seal) and on the sides with copper-plated mylars.
support The mechanical support of the barrel is provided by the reinforced shells
themselves and by a carbon-fibre structure at the end of the barrel - the space frame.
The wheels of the end cap are mounted inside an aluminium structure called the
squirrel cage.
1.2.3 Electrical Structure
Corresponding to chapter 1.2.1, the functions of the electronics of the TRT are split
into two parts: the front-end electronics is directly attached to the detector; the
back-end electronics is located outside the detector in the control room USA 15 - see
figure 1.13.
Before entering the front-end electronics, the input signal has to travel through a
capacitor to decouple from the high voltage of the straw and through a protection
circuit built of a serial resistor and a fast diode.
Figure 1.12 Technical drawing of the wire fixation and positioning at the inner and outer rings [7].
Signal Integrity
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front-end
electronics
At the moment, the functions of the front-end electronics are performed by two
separate chips. The ASDBLR (Amplifier-Shaper-Discriminator with BaseLine
Restoration) is a full-custom, analogue, bipolar ASIC. It amplifies the straw signal,
shapes the signal and removes the tail arising from the ion drift, and applies two
thresholds to detect ionizing particles and transition- radiation X-rays.
The DTMROC (Drift-Time Measurement ReadOut Chip) is a CMOS digital chip. It
obtains timing information to calculate the position of the impact of the particle
into one straw, stores the information about timing and presence of the particles in
a pipeline, extracts from the pipeline the information for each trigger signal, and
controls the ASDBLR by setting the threshold levels.
The baseline is to integrate both chips into one design - the ASTRAL.
back-end
electronics
The back-end electronics consists of two parts. A readout driver - the ROD - gathers
the data from many channels, compresses and formats the information and sends it
to a readout buffer (ROB) which is common to all the ATLAS sub-detectors. A
second module - the TTC - is responsible to translate and to distribute the basic
timing and trigger information from the central ATLAS TTC system for the
front-end electronics and the ROD.
services Several services are necessary to operate the TRT. The ASDBLR needs a bipolar
supply of ± 3 V; the DTMROC needs a supply of + 5 V; and a high voltage of
1,600 V has to be maintained between the straw and its wire. A gas system has to
provide the active gas - the Xe-gas mixture - and CO2 for ventilation and cooling of
the straws. An additional cooling system has to remove the heat produced by the
electronics.
1.3 Signal Integrity
Signal integrity is a new name for a quite old technique - the art of guiding a signal
through a system without distortion. However, the requirements have grown with
Figure 1.13 Schematic diagram of the TRT electronics [7]; the front-end electronics is directly attached to the
detector; the back-end electronics is located outside the detector in the control room USA 15.
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the increasing speed of electronics and signal integrity became the way how to
control the energy and the shape of a signal.
To ensure the integrity of the data signal of the TRT, the path of the signal has to be
followed. When a particle hits a straw at the far end, it generates a signal which
travels along the straw like in a coax cable - a transmission line. Coming across
discontinuities it is partly reflected. Thus, the connections have to be matched to the
wave impedance of the straw and to be properly terminated.
Following the consecutive path, the signal has to pass from the ASDBLR to the
DTMROC and over 100 m to the ROD - see figure 1.7. Between the front-end
electronics and the back-end electronics it has to go through several intermediate
patch panels. At the end, the data has to be uncorrupted in a readable format.
1.4 Electromagnetic Compatibility
A system is electromagnetically compatible if it does not cause interference with
itself or other systems and it is not susceptible to other systems. Although signal
integrity is a part of EMC, it will be treated separately in this thesis to show the
arrangement of my time as a doctoral student at CERN. My first year at CERN was
mainly devoted to signal-integrity issues. I was involved in the noise performance,
grounding, and shielding of the TRT in the second part.
EMC distinguishes degradation sources, receptors, and the coupling paths. To
ensure EMC either the disturbing emissions of the source or the susceptibility of the
receiver has to be reduced, or the path has to be removed.
For the TRT, the most obvious victims of possible noise sources are the straws, the
sensitive preamplifier of the ASDBLR, and the LAr calorimeter. Possible aggressors
are the digital DTMROC chip, the services of the TRT end cap and the TRT barrel,
the SCT, and the services of the SCT and the PIXEL. Due to the small distances from
one sub-detector to the next one, capacitive coupling will be the main coupling
path. Another main concern of the ATLAS detector is the topic of ground loops.
1.5 Constraints
The detector and its components are optimized and arranged to obtain the most
data about the particles spawned by an event. This produces special constraints for
the read-out electronics, the transmission links, and thus the measures of EMC.
material budget The high rates at the LHC demand to design the tracking detectors with their
electronics in close proximity to the active elements. This leads to a significant
amount of material being placed in the tracking volume - such as electronics, power
cabling, cooling, and monitoring cabling. In addition the high momenta of the
tracks necessitate a very high level of precision in the detector and so the support
structure requires mechanical stability at the level of a few tens of microns over
distances of metres. This requirement can only be met by a rigid structure which
inevitably increases the material budget.
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The effect of the material decreases the performance of the detector. For instance,
photons can convert in matter and create tails in the energy measurement.
Electrons traversing the material provoke bremsstrahlung and affect both - the
energy measurement in the calorimeter and the track momentum measurement.
By a careful design of the active detectors and by the use of materials with low
conversion probability - such as aluminium for the power cables, and carbon-fibre
reinforced plastic for the support structures - every effort has been made to keep
the material in the tracking volume to a minimum.
Putting additional material like shields for EMC measures inside the detector
reduces the performance and must be done only as absolutely required.
radiation
environment
There are three major sources of radiation at the LHC: particle production at the
interaction point, local beam losses, and beam-gas interactions. The dominant
radiation source for ATLAS will descend from particles produced in proton-proton
collisions at the interaction point. The enormous rate of these collisions produces
radiation damage - see table 1.1 - and activates the parts inside the detector. This
influences not only the general design of the electronics which has to use
radiation-hard or at least radiation-tolerant components, but also EMC. For
example, electrolytic capacitors cannot be used for the TRT-front-end boards,
because the radiation would activate the electrolyte.
static magnetic
field
A solenoidal magnet creates a static magnetic field of 2 Tesla inside the Inner
Detector to curve the paths of charged particles. Ferromagnetic materials are
saturated at this high magnetic flux density which eliminates the use of
ferromagnetic components inside the TRT.
confined space As mentioned before, the detector and its components are optimized to obtain the
most possible data for physics. This means that the available space for the
on-detector electronics, which is a dead area for physics, is minimized. Due to a
dense package, the most powerful measure for EMC - the separation of sensitive
and noisy parts - does not work inside the detector.
finance Last but not least finances play an important part. ATLAS is financed by institutes
of several universities all around the world. The project funding is limited and does
not allow expensive custom solutions.
Table 1.1 Maximum integrated dose and neutron fluence seen by the TRT front-end electronics during ten
years of operation at the LHC [7].
Dose [kGy] Neutron Fluence [cm-2]
Barrel TRT 33 1014
End-Cap TRT 17 1014
Introduction
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Chapter   2
Signal Integrity
You have to follow the path of the signals to perform the task of signal integrity
inside a system. The TRT has mainly two different kinds of signals - the data signals
and the control signals. After the generation inside the straw, the data signal is
preprocessed inside the front-end electronics. The encoded digital signal travels
forth of the TRT and the Inner Detector over intermediate patch panels to a repeater
patch panel and out of the ATLAS detector to the back-end electronics. The control
signals travel the other way around - starting at the back-end electronics and
ending at the front-end electronics.
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2.1 Data Signal
The path of the data signal from the straw to the back-end electronics can be
separated into seven consecutive parts - see figure 2.1:
• the straw - the generation and the transmission inside the straw,
• the way to the front-end electronics - the input protection and the
transmission to the front-end electronics,
• the front-end electronics - the pre-processing and the digital encoding,
• the way to the repeater patch panel - the intermediate patch panels and the
transmission to the repeater patch panel,
• the repeater patch panel - the amplification and restoration of the signal and
the transmission of the signal on board,
• the way to the back-end electronics - the transmission of signal and the
signal filter,
• the back-end electronics - the post-processing of the data.
2.1.1 Straw
The straw as a detecting element has two functions: the generation of the signal and
the transmission of the signal to the read-out electronics.
signal generation A charged particle traversing the straw ionizes the gas inside the straw along its
path. Due to the high voltage of about 1,600 V which is maintained between the
wall of the straw (cathode) and the wire (anode), the electrons generated in the
ionization start to drift towards the wire and the ions to the wall of the straw - see
figure 2.2. The generated signal as seen in figure 1.6 is a function of the drift
velocity of the electrons and ions. The use of a Xe-gas mixture adds an unusual
behavior compared to other cylindrical proportional chambers without Xe. For
instance, complex processes occur near the wire like the creation of stable negative
ions in an avalanche process [7].
Figure 2.1 Schematic way of the data signal from the straw to the back-end electronics: generated in the
straw, the signal travels through the straw and a protection network to the front-end electronics
where it is processed and digitized; the digital differential signal runs over more than 100 m of
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Electrically, the straw is a high-impedance current source. Its signal form contains a
fast-electron component of about 3 to 5% of the total charge and a very-slow-ion
component which adds a large tail of a duration of 60 µs to the signal.
The electron component in figure 1.6 can be calculated as a Gaussian δ-impulse of
0.5-ns duration [7]. The ion current Iion is parametrized by complicated functions
like
(2.1)
where the parameters (I0, B1 to B4, τ1 to τ3) depend on the gas mixture, the
maintained high voltage, and the geometry of the straw and the wire.
During the experiment, the straws will be continuously irradiated by charged
particles, neutrons and photons. The maximum counting rate for an energy
deposition of 200 to 1000 eV (which corresponds to a charge of about 15,000 to
75,000 electrons) is expected to be 19 MHz and for an energy deposition of more
than 6.5 keV - transition radiation - to be 1.1 MHz. Thus the final straw signal is a
superposition of single-hit signals of different amplitudes depending on the energy
deposition of the crossing particle with a worst case repetition rate of 19 MHz.
signal
transmission
After the signal is generated it sees the straw as a transmission line to the read-out
electronics and propagates in both direction of the straw - see figure 2.3. If the straw
is not properly terminated at its ends, the signal will be reflected and will create
ghost images for the read-out electronics.
Figure 2.2 Signal generation inside a straw: a traversing charged particle ionizes the gas, the generated
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Figure 2.3 Signal transmission inside the straw: the generated signal propagates in both directions and is
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Coaxial structures like the straw have a characteristic impedance of
(2.2)
and a propagation constant of
(2.3)




However, the detecting element of the TRT is a more complicated structure - see
figure 2.4. The DC-resistance of the anode wire is about 60 Ω per metre. The
cathode DC-resistance of the plated kapton straw is about 400 to 800 Ω per metre
and depends on the width of the tape which produces the straws. The structure of
the wall of the straw is a double helix (the two tapes are wound around each other).
The electrical contact between the inner and outer straw surfaces is given at the
ends of the straw by conductive glue which provides a contact resistance of up to
10 kΩ. The carbon fibres which are used for the mechanical reinforcement of the
straw touch the outer conductor at random points.
A complete model of the straw consists of four lines: the wire, the inner and the
outer wall of the straw, and the reinforcement fibre. Serial capacitors simulate the
effect of the helical structure where one turn is not touching the next turn. The
conductive glue between the inner and the outer wall of the straw and the random
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Figure 2.4 Equivalent circuits of the straw as transmission line: an ideal model (left) of a loss-less coaxial
transmission line; a realistic model (middle) which consists of four lines (wire, inner straw wall,
outer straw wall, reinforcement fibre) and includes the effect of the helical structure of the straw
wall (Cis, Ris, Cos, Ros), the glue between the wall parts (Rio), and the reinforcement fibre with its
random connections (Ror); a simplified model (right) including the losses inside the straw.
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values of the components of this model change along the straw, the simulation of
this model is very complex and not reasonable as most of the effects become merely
important when the transmission line extensively extends in length.
Including the losses of the straw into the model by a serial resistor of about 200 Ω
changes the characteristic properties to frequency-dependent values:
(2.6)
This provides a simple approximation which agrees with the measurements of the
transmission properties by the electronics group of the Moscow Engineering and
Physics Institute [13] which were summarized in [8]. The results give a
characteristic impedance of 300 Ω, a signal propagation time of 4 ns/m, a
capacitance of 20 pF/m, and an inductance of 1.6 µH/m.
termination The measurements mentioned above led the TRT collaboration to the conclusion to
terminate the straw as transmission line only at the input of the readout
electronics [8].
If the signal is generated at the near end of the straw close to the read-out
electronics and the straw is not terminated at both ends, the signal will be reflected
at the far end and generate a ghost image of the signal after the time
(2.7)
where l is the length of the straw and Im(γ) the phase constant of the transmission
line. The maximal length of a straw in the end-cap section is 55 cm. The maximal
length of a straw in the barrel section is 1.5 m, but the wire is divided into two parts
and the straw is read out on both sides.
Z0
R jωL+
jωC--------------------= γ R jωL+( ) jωC=
t 2lIm γ( )jω------------ l 75cm<
6ns<=
Figure 2.5 PSpice simulation of a straw signal injected at the far end and the near end of the straw at the
input of the read-out electronics (top) and after its shaping (bottom - simplified simulation by four
integration stages with 2 ns time constant) with arbitrary amplitude scale.
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However, the read-out electronics has a peaking time of 8 ns and a shaping time of
20 ns. Thus the difference of the peaking time of the shaped signal from the particle
crossing the near end of the straw and from a particle crossing at the far end is
smaller than the timing resolution of 3.125 ns of the drift-time measurement - see
figure 2.5. Simulations and measurements [8] give a uniformity of the amplitude of
the signal of better than 5%.
Thus signal integrity is provided when all straws are terminated at their read-out
end by about 300 Ω.
2.1.2 Transmission to the Front-End Electronics
Since the straws are connected to high voltage1, the front-end electronics has to be
decoupled for DC and to be protected against high-voltage discharges - see
figure 2.6. The high-frequency (AC) path follows the avalanche electrons, from the
anode wire to the analog front-end chip input, to its ground pin, to the decoupling
capacitor CC, to the straw cathode and back to the anode through the ion transport
in the gas. The low-frequency (DC) path follows the anode wire to the
front-electronics input, to its ground pin, through the HV filter to the high-voltage
supply and through the isolation resistor RISO to the cathode.
The minimum value of the decoupling capacitor CC is set to 100 pF to get a low
impedance compared to the impedance of the straw and of the front-end electronics
input for the times of interest of 5 to 20 ns. The maximum value is set by the input
protection needed for the front-end electronics. In case of a discharge or spark in
any straw in a group, the attached front-end-electronics chip will receive the energy
stored in the straw capacitance (about 15 pF) and in the decoupling capacitor. Thus
the maximal possible value for CC will be 1 nF (125 pF per straw). The final value
has still to be investigated [14].
The protection network consists of a fast diode and a current-limiting resistor.
Several configurations were tested [15]. The recent choice is a 1206-SMD resistor of
22 Ω and a SMD diode. This limits a discharge with a rising time of about 30 ns and
a total discharge time of about 2 µs to a maximum amplitude of 10 V.
1 Up to eight groups of each eight straws are supplied by a single high-voltage supply. The
groups are isolated from each other at high frequencies by isolating resistors of about 100 kΩ.
Figure 2.6 Schematic diagram of the connection of the straw to the front-end electronics: as high voltage is
maintained between a straw and its wire, the read-out electronics has to be DC decoupled and to
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signal
transmission
In terms of signal integrity, the protection network and the decoupling capacitor
should not affect the signal as the first stage of the front-end electronics is a charge
amplifier. Nevertheless, the network and the capacitor could cause additional
reflections on the transmission line and have to be placed close to the read-out
electronics. Physically the barrel and the end cap implement different solutions.
barrel The straws of the barrel section are glued to the high-voltage board which is
supplied with high-voltage by copper-plated kapton sheets. The wires are
connected with pins to the tension plate which also provides the correct tension of
the wires. The tension plate is a double-sided PCB board and routes the signal to
the protection resistor, to the electronics boards, and back to the decoupling
capacitor which is housed in a plastic sleeve and connects to the high-voltage plate
- see figure 2.7.
The signal directly flows from the anode of the straw to the wire pin, on the tension
plate over the protection resistor to the connector for the read-out electronics back
over the ground pins of this connector, the ground plane of the tension plate, and
the decoupling capacitor to the HV-plate where it ends at the cathode of the straw.
Each part of this path implies a discontinuity of the transmission line - the straw.
However, this path is very short compared to the wavelengths of the interesting
frequencies. The signal will need only picoseconds to travel to the read-out
electronics. The parasitic components of the path act like lumped components
which are too small to interfere with the termination of the transmission line.
Therefore they should not affect the integrity of the signal.
end cap The straws of the end-cap section are connected to the read-out electronics with a
flexible-rigid PCB board called the active web - figure 2.8. Beside the electrical
connections, it holds the components for the protection network, for the
Figure 2.7 Side view of a barrel module end-plate region [7]. The straws are glued into the high-voltage
plate. The wires are connected with pins to the tension plate. The decoupling capacitors are
housed inside a plastic sleeve and connected to the high-voltage plate and the tension plate. The
protection resistor is placed on the bottom side of the tension plate. The protection diodes are
situated on the electronic boards.
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high-voltage distribution and the decoupling capacitor, and it provides, together
with the carbon-fibre rings, structural stability for the end cap.
The signal from the wires passes along the inner flexible part of the active web, over
the vertical rigid part to the horizontal rigid part where the protection network is
situated. The horizontal rigid part of the active web also holds the connector to the
read-out electronics. Back from the read-out electronics, the signal travels over the
ground plane of the horizontal rigid part of the active web to the vertical part
where the decoupling capacitor is placed, and back over the outer flexible HV layer
to the straws.
Like for the barrel section, it is essential for the end cap that the path from the straw
to the read-out electronics is very short in order to not introduce additional
reflections. But in contrast to the barrel, this signal path can reach a quite
substantial length. Especially for wheel type B, the horizontal parts of the active
web can reach up to 60 mm. The different characteristic impedances will add
additional reflections - see figure 2.9.
The straw has a characteristic impedance of 300 Ω - see chapter 2.1.1. The flexible
part of the web is difficult to match to a certain impedance. The characteristic
impedance for paired strips [17]
(2.8)
Figure 2.8 Perspective view of the connections of the end-cap straws to the read-out electronics (left) and
azimuthal view [16] of the active web (right): the active web connects the straws with the read-out





Figure 2.9 Schematic drawing of the transmission from the detecting element to the read-out electronics
inside the end cap with different characteristic impedances.
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will vary between 150 and 500 Ω depending on the position of the plated kapton
layers (for trace distances h from 0.2 to 5 mm and a trace width w of 0.25 mm). After
the decoupling capacitor, the signal traces are routed on the vertical rigid part of the
active web over a small flexible part to the horizontal part as a micro strip. With a
standard thickness of the board, the characteristic impedance will be
(2.9)
less than 100 Ω (for a trace distance h of 0.2 mm, a trace with w of 0.25 mm, and a
trace thickness t of 35 µm). The connector1 will contribute with about 50 Ω, while
the read-out electronics provides a termination resistance of 300 Ω.
The mismatch leads to multiple reflections for the high frequencies of the signal.
Whereas the low-frequency part of the signal sees the path from the straw to the
read-out electronics as lumped components, and thus is unaffected - see figure 2.10.
Nevertheless, the effect can be minimized by reducing the length of the signal path.
The signal delay should not be longer than one tenth of the rise time of the read-out
electronics (8 ns). Thus the whole path has to be kept shorter than
. (2.10)
2.1.3 Front-End Electronics
The front-end electronics has to determine the effect which caused a signal, to
calculate the impact point of the particles into the straw and to send out this
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Figure 2.10 SABER simulation of the straw signal at the input of the read-out electronics for signal injection at
the near end and the far end of the straw without reflections (ideal) and with reflections (real) due
to different wave impedances.
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information when requested. Two chips - the analogue ASDBLR chip and the
digital DTMROC chip - fulfill these tasks - see figure 2.11.
ASDBLR The ASDBLR (Amplifier-Shaper-Discriminator with BaseLine Restoration) is a
full-custom, analogue, bipolar ASIC. It provides eight channels with amplifier,
shaper, discriminator, and base-line restorer. It is largely a differential circuit which
includes tail compensation and a capacitively-coupled, diode-clamped baseline
restorer. Separate high- and low-sensitivity discriminators detecting charges of
more than 50 fC and 1.5 fC, respectively, allow for both tracking and TR-photon
detection on each channel.
The input stage of the ASDBLR is a differential amplifier. Only one of the inputs is
connected to the signal from the straws. The other input is connected to a dummy
line on the printed-circuit board to stabilize the chip and to allow differential
pickup-rejection techniques. Balancing the capacitive and resistive feedback allows
control of the input impedance - see figure 2.12.
The output of the two discriminators is encoded into a programmable bi-level
output current. - a ternary encoded differential signal distributed over two lines
(true and complementary) - see table 2.11 and figure 2.13:
Figure 2.11 Schematic diagram [7] of the front-end electronics of the ATLAS TRT: the analogue ASDBLR chip
amplifies and shapes the incoming signal and compares it with two thresholds; the digital
DTMROC chip measures the timing of the signal, stores the information about timing and















Figure 2.12 Measured input impedance [7] of the ASDBLR chip: the input of the ASDBLR is designed to
provide termination for the straw signal (300 Ω) and to minimize noise by cutting off high
frequencies.
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DTMROC The DTMROC (Drift-Time Measurements ReadOut Chip) is a digital CMOS chip. It
is a 16-channel device which provides drift-time measurement, pipeline,
derandomizer, LVDS driver and receiver and a control section.
The DTMROC receives [19] the ternary encoded information from the ASDBLR,
recovers the high and the low threshold signals, and samples the low threshold
signal level every 1/8 of the cycle time - 3.125 ns. This information is stored and
delayed in a memory - the pipeline. If an event is accepted, which is indicated by an
external trigger signal (L1A), the corresponding data of three subsequent time
slices is shifted into a derandomizer. Low-level differential drivers [20] with voltage
swings between 50 mV and 400 mV transmit the formatted data to the back-end
electronics. The swing is controlled by a bias current set by an external resistor and,
when properly adjusted, is compatible with LVDS. The self-triggered readout starts
as soon as possible after a trigger is received.
Low-voltage-differential receivers which are sensitive to voltage swings between
50 mV and 400 mV, receive the control signals - such as the clock and the trigger -
from the back-end electronics. At the moment, the signals for the parameter control
of the chip are standard CMOS-TTL signals with a clock frequency of 1 MHz. In the
production version of the chip, these signals will also be low-level differential.
Furthermore, the DTMROC controls the ASDBLR by setting the thresholds. Two
test-pulse circuits allow to test the ASDBLR by capacitively injecting test pulses to
the inputs of the ASDBLR.
ASTRAL The baseline is to integrate both chips into one design - the ASTRAL. The recent
commercialisation of the DMILL semiconductor process [21] opens the possibility
of combining the functionality of both devices on a single radiation-hard BiCMOS
substrate. This would gain significant mounting area on the detector as no ternary
driver and receiver would be necessary and both functions would be situated
Table 2.11 Current levels [18] of the ternary-encoded communication between ASDBLR and DTMROC
amplified signal in the ASDBLR true signal complementary signal
no signal above thresholds - 200 µA - 600 µA
signal between low and high thresholds - 400 µA - 400 µA
signal above both thresholds - 600 µA - 200 µA
Figure 2.13 Screen shot [7] of the output of the shaper (top traces) and the discriminator (bottom traces) of
the ASDBLR for a straw signal below (left) and above (right) the threshold of the TR discriminator
(20 ns/Div).
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inside one single package. However, the ASTRAL will have a chip area of about
90 mm2 which drastically reduces the yield of the production process.
signal
transmission
The signal transmission on the front-end electronics consists of three parts: the
transmission to the ASDBLR, from the ASDBLR to the DTMROC, and from the
DTMROC to the back-end electronics - see figure 2.14.
As discussed in chapter 2.1.1, the straws are terminated only at the electronics end.
This is achieved at the input of the preamplifier - the input stage of the ASDBLR has
been designed that it provides a good termination and minimizes the noise level by
cutting off high frequencies - figure 2.12. The traces to the inputs of the ASDBLR
should be kept as short as possible - see chapter 2.1.2.
The ternary receiver of the DTMROC receives the current steps of the ASDBLR into
a low input impedance of 85 to 130 Ω each side thereby avoiding excessive RC time
constants due to stray capacitances on the input pins. The circuit is stable for input
load capacitances as large as 50 pF but will have its optimal speed characteristics
for an input load capacitance of less than 5 pF. The receiver is able to respond to a
4 ns input pulse of 200 µA. A 400-µA current pulse will be triggered if wider than
5 ns. Thus it is essential to keep the traces short and at the same length.
The output of the DTMROC is a low-voltage differential digital signal (LVDS)
transmitting 40 Mbit per second with a simple protocol. The event data consists of
459 bit containing a 3-bit preamble “101”, a header with status information, and the
data of the 16 channels in three time slices (9 bit each). The drive current of the
differential driver is programmable with an external resistor and can range from 0
to 8 mA. Thus the driver is able to drive a current of 3 mA at one line and sink it at
the other line with a common DC level of 1.2 V when adjusted to the LVDS
standard. This gives a differential voltage of ± 300 mV for a load of 100 Ω. The PCB
traces from the driver to the connector have to be adjusted to the wave impedance
of the connected cable (~ 100 Ω).
barrel The printed-circuit boards of the different modules of the barrel and the end cap
follow quite opposite design philosophies. The front-end electronics of the barrel
consists of small daughter boards - also called stamp cards - see figure 2.15.
The ASDBLR daughter board holding two ASDBLRs plugs directly into the tension
plate of a module. Upon follows the DTMROC daughter board with one DTMROC.
Two triangular roof boards - see figure 2.16 - connect on top to a high number of
DTMROC daughter boards to gather the signals together and to distribute the
control signals and power.
Figure 2.14 Schematic drawing of the signal transmission through the front-end electronics: the ASDBLR
receives the signal from the straw and sends the ternary-encoded information to the DTMROC
which digitally transmits it to the back-end electronics.
straw
300 Ω
ASDBLR DTMROCto DTMROC to back end
300 Ω 100 Ω
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Each tension plate of the inner modules holds 21 ASDBLR daughter boards which
connect over the DTMROC boards to two roof boards (10 and 11 DTMROCs); for
the middle module this number rises to 33 (15 and 18 DTMROCs) and for the outer
module to 50 (twice 25 DTMROCs). Thus, this design demands very high precision
for the alignment of the connectors and is currently under review.
As the stamp cards are quite small, the traces on these boards stay short by
construction. Nevertheless, the differential traces have to be routed differentially.
The traces at the roof board have to be adjusted to the wave impedance of the cable
going to the back end. This implies that the two traces have to be parallel and close
together and have to have the same length. Depending on design of the differential
pairs - micro strip or strip line - the differential impedance calculates by [23]
 and (2.12)
(2.13)
with the common-mode impedance of
 and (2.14)
Figure 2.15 Schematic view [7] of the ASDBLR daughter board (left) containing two ASDBLRs with protection
and reference network and of the barrel DTMROC daughter board (right) holding one DTMROC
and a reference network.
10mm
Figure 2.16 Technical drawing [22] of the barrel roof board for module 3. It plugs on top of 50 DTMROC
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(2.15)
with a width of a trace w, a distance between two traces s, a thickness of the copper
layer t, and a distance between two copper layers h - see figure 2.17.
Furthermore, additional reflections have to be limited by
• avoiding crossing slots in the ground plane - this is essential for the input
signal to the ASDBLR where the return current flows over the ground plane,
the signals between ASDBLR and DTMROC as they are not truly
differential, and the differential output signal of the DTMROC where a
break in the ground plane signifies a discontinuity of the wave impedance;
• matching the electrical length of all differential traces together to avoid
phase shifts;
• avoiding 90˚ bends and minimizing the number of vias which look like
inductive and capacitive loads [24] in the transmission line of the signal.
end cap The front-end electronics of the end cap is split into several equal parts. A wheel is
divided into 96 sectors in azimuthal direction and two in axial direction for wheel
type A and C - the front-end boards of wheel type B are not split in axial direction.
Thus, the outer radius of a wheel holds 192 electronics stacks (type A and C, 96 for
type B). Each stack consists of two boards - the ASDBLR board and the DTMROC
board containing different numbers of ASDBLR and DTMROC chips according to
the number of straws of the different wheel types. For example for wheel-type A,
the ASDBLR board contains eight ASDBLR chips and the DTMROC board four
DTMROC chips, leading to 64 channels per stack.
Different intermediate “roof” boards are currently used because of the
characteristics of the old version of the ASDBLR and the DTMROC chips. When the
final chips will be available, a solution like in figure 2.18 is envisaged. The data
comes from the web from the bottom travels through the ASDBLR board to the
DTMROC board. At that level the data from three different DTMROC boards is
gathered together on one single DTMROC board to leave the front electronics over
a common cable bundle.
As in the barrel, it is essential to keep the traces from the straw to the ASDBLR and
from the ASDBLR to the DTMROC as short as possible which is mainly provided
by the small geometry. The LVDS lines from the DTMROC have to be handled as on
the roof board of the barrel. They have to be distributed as differential micro strip
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Figure 2.17 Parameters [23] for the calculation of the differential and common-mode wave impedance of
micro strips and strip lines.
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2.1.4 Transmission to the Repeater Patch Panel
The data produced by the DMROC has now to be transferred from the front-end
electronics which is situated at the faces of the barrel and the outer surface of the
end cap to the outside of the detector. The TRT collaboration decided very early to
use copper links mainly for cost reasons. A study conducted together with the SCT
group [25] has shown that an optical link is significantly more expensive than a
copper link including drivers, receivers, patch panels, etc. As about 27,000 links are
required to read out the TRT detector, the use of copper links was considered to be
the only affordable choice.
Furthermore, radiation causes additional problems which are not yet completely
solved for optical transmissions inside the detector: recombination centers
introduced into the active region increase the threshold current and decrease the
efficiency of laser diodes [26][27]; electron-hole pairs created at the InGaAs/InP
interface of PIN diodes produce a non-linear increase of the leakage current and
damage the photo current [28]; ionization, atomic displacement mechanisms,
activation of pre-existing defects like impurities degrade the transmission
properties of SiO2 optical fibres [29][30].
Since the space in the inner part of the detector is confined and the amount of
introduced material has to be as low as possible, very thin cables have been
designed and tested. Though these cables can be used up to a length of 10 m, they
are much more expensive than thicker cables. Therefore they are only used for the
first meters to an active repeater patch panel in the calorimeter gap.
The cables from the barrel run from the abutting face of the barrel up to the cryostat
wall along the cryostat wall to the end of the end cap and up to a gap in between
the front-end crates of the calorimeter where the repeater patch panel (PPB2) is
situated. The cables of the end cap follow the cryostat wall to the last wheel and
further outside to the patch panel (PPF2) in the calorimeter gap. Intermediate patch
panels (PPB1, PPF1) are introduced into these paths to facilitate the assembly - see
figure 2.19.
Figure 2.18 Schematic drawing of the front-end electronics for the end cap: three ASDBLR boards holding
each eight ASDBLRs plug to three DTMROC boards holding each four DTMROCS; data and
control signals are distributed over small flexible boards and leave or enter the front-end
electronics over a special cable board.
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As the data-signal read out is handled in longitudinal direction and the timing and
control signals are distributed in azimuthal direction - see chapter 2.1.7, the cables
coming from the detector have to be regrouped in the cable trays up to PPB1 and
PPF1 - see chapter 2.1.5.
cable The currently chosen cable is a custom-made shielded twisted pair (STP) by a
swedish company called Habia1. The AWG36 cable consists of two individual
silver-plated copper conductors of 130 µm diameter and a wrapped
aluminum-polyester foil as shield. Four drain wires provide a solderable electrical
contact to the aluminum shield. The insulation is a special radiation-hard silicone
polyetherimide copolymer. The published electrical properties from the manufac-
turer are a wave impedance of 96 Ω, a capacitance of 55 pF/m and an attenuation of
0.55 dB/m.
These values where confirmed by measurements with a LANTEX PRO XL cable
tester [31]: a wave impedance of 92.5 Ω; an attenuation of 6 dB at 40 MHz and of
8.9 dB at 100 MHz for 10 m; a propagation time of 5.3 ns/m; a capacitance of
57 pF/m; and a DC resistivity of 1.4 Ω/m.
The small size of the cable represents a problem in terms of mounting the cable to a
connector. The small cable and especially its shield can not be terminated with
standard industrial procedures. The proposed solution is to hand solder the cable
to an intermediate board which holds the connector.
Figure 2.19 Technical drawing [7] of the location of the patch panels of the Inner Detector and the cable path
from the detector to the calorimeter gap.
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intermediate
patch panel
The intermediate patch panels at PPB1 and PPF1 have to provide a demountable
interface for the assembly of the detector. They are made of two small PCB boards
holding the connectors and the cables.
signal
transmission
Though twisted-pair cables are used for decades, no uniform solution exists to
calculate the characteristic properties of twisted pairs not to mention shielded
twisted pairs. Several approaches exist for limited applicability, e.g. [32] to [34], but
they mostly neglect the frequency dependence. Furthermore, for the small
diameters like in this case not only the skin effect but also the proximity effect has
to be included into the calculations.
The maximal length from the farthest front-end electronics to the calorimeter gap is
about 8 m. Thus tests with cable samples of 10 m length have been carried out to
measure the signal integrity.
A special bit-error-rate tester (BER tester) has been designed [35]. It makes it
possible to test four bundles of 20 signal pairs. The board consists of separate driver
and receiver circuits for sending and receiving LVDS signals. Random or periodic
data can be generated at rates up to 80 Mbit/s with different voltage swings.
A bit-error rate below 10-13 has been measured for data transmitted at a rate of
40 Mbit/s. This ensures the required transmission rate of 40 Mbit/s over 8 m. Other
measurements have shown that the use of these cables with LVDS drivers and
receivers does not introduce any significant degradation of the timing accuracy:
less than 180 ps jitter is observed on a 40-Mbit/s signal over 10 m of cable - see
figure 2.21.
To ensure signal integrity on the intermediate patch panels, the differential
impedance of its traces has to be matched to the wave impedance of the cable - see
above (2.12) to (2.15).
Figure 2.20 Photo of the BER tester: It consists of independent driver and receiver parts and is able to run
four bundles of 20 signal pairs with random or periodic data up to 80 Mbit/s with different voltage
swings.
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2.1.5 Repeater Patch Panel
Initially the so called repeater patch panel had
• to reshape the data signals coming from the front-end electronics to ensure
their integrity,
• to handle the previous mentioned regrouping of the data signal - see
chapter 2.1.4 and chapter 2.1.6,
• to distribute the control signals from the back-end to the front-end
electronics,
• to distribute the power lines to the front-end electronics, and
• to facilitate the assembly.
Due to reasons of signal integrity described in this chapter, of electromagnetic
compatibility described in chapter 3, and importantly because of feasibility, most of
the tasks were shifted elsewhere. The repeater patch panel kept only the first and
the last points. The data signals are regrouped on their way from the front-end
electronics to the first patch panels in PPB1 and PPF1. Separate power and control
patch panels manage the distribution of the power and the control signals.
signal
transmission
In terms of signal integrity, the repeater consists mainly of three parts: the
differential PCB traces from the input connector to the repeater and from the
repeater to the output connector, the termination of the incoming signal, and the
actual repeater - see figure 2.22.
Figure 2.21 Eye diagram [25] (screen shot of around 2,000 persisting traces) for a transmission of random
data at 40 Mbit/s over 10 m (left) and 20 m (right) of AWG36-STP cable.
10ns 100mV
Figure 2.22 Schematic drawing of the signal transmission on the repeater patch panel: the signal arrives from
the small shielded-twisted pair cable at the input connector of the board and runs over differential
traces to the termination resistor; the reshaped signal travels over differential traces to the output
connector and over twisted pair cables to the back end.
to back endfrom front end connector connectorPCB board PCB boardtermination repeater
100 Ω 100 Ω 100 Ω 100 Ω100 Ω
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The differential impedance of the PCB traces has to be matched to the wave
impedance of the incoming and the outgoing cables using the formulas (2.12) to
(2.15) given in chapter 2.1.3 which is about 100 Ω - in fact 92 Ω for the incoming
cable from habia - see chapter 2.1.4 - and 100 Ω for the outgoing cable - see
chapter 2.2.4. The routing has to obey the same rules as the front-end boards - see
chapter 2.1.3.
A single resistor of about 100 Ω terminates the differential transmission line as close
as possible to the input pins of the repeater chip. The termination for the common
mode is situated at the driver side. Two resistors of 100 Ω were placed as close as
possible to the DTMROC from the output pins to a reference voltage and a
capacitor of 22 nF to ground.
repeater The repeater has to reshape the incoming LVDS signal which is deformed by the
attenuation and dispersion of the cable - see figure 2.21. To achieve this, we tested
several solutions:
• a repeater formed by the combination of a LVDS receiver and a LVDS driver,
• a repeater formed by a fast comparator and a LVDS driver, and
• a repeater built with a discrete transistor network.
The first two solutions produce from the incoming LVDS signal a TTL signal which
drives a LVDS driver to create a proper-shaped LVDS signal for the output. We
validated the input stage by modifying the previous mentioned BER tester - see
chapter 2.1.6. Different LVDS receivers - DS90C032, DS90LV032A (3.3-V version),
and MNDS90C032-X (military version) from National Semiconductors1, and
SN65LVDS32 from Texas Instruments2 - hardly showed differences in the bit error
rate compared to the fast comparators MAX901 and MAX964 from MAXIM3 for a
small shielded twisted-pair cable from Habia of a length of 10 m.
The third solution is based on the idea of skipping the intermediate TTL signal to
reduce electromagnetic interference - see chapter 3. The signal is repeated directly




Figure 2.23 Principle schematic drawing of a LVDS repeater based on HF3XXX consisting of a differential
input stage, a differential output stage, and current sources.
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ultra-high-frequency transistor array HF3XXX from Harris Semiconductors1 which
contains 15 NPN transistors, 11 PNP transistors, and 4 FET transistors and allows
custom metallization [36] have been designed and simulated (e.g. see figure 2.42
and figure 2.23).
However, this solution had to be abandoned due to a minimum production cost of
500,000 DM [37].
Therefore I designed two different multi-layer repeater patch panels [38] according
to the old requirements using for the first the LVDS receiver DS90C032 and the
LVDS driver DS90C031 and for the second the fast comparator MAX901 and the
LVDS driver DS90C031 - see figure 2.24.
Before the production I completely simulated the boards with a signal-integrity tool
called SpectraQuest from Cadence2. There occurred no problems in terms of
reflections for the differential traces which I designed according the above
mentioned rules - the traces are matched to the wave impedance of the cables and
cross the layers only where it is really necessary, and the termination resistor is
placed close to the receiver. The simulations pointed out reflections for slow-control
TTL signals, but they were solved by termination of these lines. However, the final
version of the DTMROC will not need this kind of signals.
Measurements and tests with the real PCB boards confirmed the design and the
simulations.
A bipolar ASIC for the final version of a repeater chip will be designed, first to
remove the intermediate TTL signals and second to minimize the size, as the
complete receiver will be housed in one single package.
re-grouping The design of this small patch panel showed that even for a small number of
channels six layers were needed to distribute all - data and control signals and
power - over one single board even when no regrouping was necessary. Figure 2.25
1 http://www.intersil.com/
Figure 2.24 Photograph of a repeater patch panel which reshapes and distributes data and control signals
and power for five end-cap front-end boards
address input from back end power input data output to back end control input from back end
in-/outputs from/to front end containing data, control and power
2 http://www.cadence.com/
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shows a space estimation of a repeater patch panel with the old requirement of
regrouping. This leads for 1/32 of the end cap to two patch panels of a length of
about 70 cm. A further splitting of the board is not possible due to the granularity
of the readout and control regions. The arrows in the picture indicate the traces
which have to go from one connector over a repeater to the other connector.
Routing this board would mean to create a high-density PC board with multiple
vias to cross the different layers and thus adding reflections.
Thus the regrouping was shifted to the cable tray between the front-end electronics
and the first patch panel. This creates a complex cable bundle with multiple
connectors at the front-end side and multiple connectors on the patch-panel side,
but it allows to replace the two big complex boards by several separate small
simple repeater patch panels for data, control and power distribution - see
Figure 2.26.
The traces become short and straight and do not have to cross layers even when
only a four-layer board is used.
Figure 2.25 Space estimation of a repeater patch panel for the TRT end cap for the wheels A1 to A6 and B1
(left) and for the wheels B2 to B8 and C1 to C4 (right) serving data and control signals, power
distribution, and regrouping - the arrows indicate the necessary crossing of signal traces.
Figure 2.26 Space estimation of a data-repeater patch panel for the TRT end cap serving one complete
back-end readout board - the arrows indicate the simplicity of the traces.
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2.1.6 Transmission to the Back-End Electronics
To reach the back-end electronics in the service cavern USA 15, the data has to pass
through the calorimeters and the muon spectrometer. Up to now, this path is not
yet determined. A preliminary design is shown in figure 2.27. The services start
from several points which are homogeneously distributed over the circumference
and the whole length of the Inner Detector. To leave the detector, they have to be
collected together to be able to pass through a few passages in different locations in
longitudinal and azimuthal direction. Outside the detector the cables have to route
in complex cable trays in the cavern - see figure 2.28.
However, the maximal length from the repeater patch panel to the back-end
electronics is expected to be less than 90 m.
The high attenuation and costs exclude the use of the same small custom cable as is
used for the way from the TRT to the repeater patch panel. It is intended to use a
standard cable of a thicker diameter without individual shielding (UTP). The
current candidates are multi-conductor twisted pair cables of AWG28 from the
German company Wächter and the American company Montrose1. An overall
shield consisting of a copper braid and an aluminum foil surrounds 27 of the
individual twisted pairs.
Figure 2.27 Preliminary technical drawing [39] of the routing of the Inner-Detector services from the Inner
Detector to the back-end electronics situated in USA15.
axial view of ATLAS
side view of ATLAS
side view of USA15
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signal
transmission
The LVDS standard is actually a high-speed transmission standard for a cable
length up to maximal 10 m. It is specially designed for small electromagnetic
interference. Never before has it been used for a transmission length of 100 m.
Therefore special care is needed for the transmission from the repeater patch panel
to the back-end electronics.
Tests carried out in 1997 before I arrived at CERN indicated that a sole use of these
cables does not provide signal integrity at all - see figure 2.29. Cables of different
lengths were investigated at data rates of 40 Mbit/s. Their eye plots show a rapid
degradation of the signal with increasing cable length. This limits the usable length
to about 40 m. Longer cable runs require either a repeater, a compensation network,
or a better cable.
Figure 2.28 View [40] of ATLAS and its services seen from USA 15 showing the complexity of the routing of
the services of the detector.
Figure 2.29 Eye diagrams [25] for a transmission of random data at 40 Mbit/s over 20, 30, 50, and 80 m of
AWG28 UTP cable.
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One of my first tasks at CERN was to characterize new samples from Wächter and
Montrose of lengths of 60 m, 80 m, and 100 m. The results were comparable to the
previous samples. An error-free transmission of LVDS signals with a bit rate of
40 Mbit/s is only possible up to a cable length of 60 m. The eye opening for longer
cables is too small to achieve this transmission rate - see figure 2.30.
The individual twisted pairs must have different numbers of twists per meter to
achieve low cross talk in multi-conductor cables. Furthermore, they are not running
straight inside the bundle but are twisted against each other. This improves the
properties of the mechanics and the EMC of the cable but results in differences in
the length of the individual twisted pairs. The maximal measured signal-delay
difference between two pairs of the same cable bundle was 18 ns after a
transmission of 100 m - see figure 2.31. This translates to differences in the length of
the individual cable of up to 3 m which corresponds to the given tolerances of the
manufacturer of 3%.
Figure 2.31 shows that the length differences result from the manufacturing
process. The three cable bundles from Montrose descend from the same lot and
have the same pin out on their connectors. Thus, the deviation of the length of the
individual pairs in the 60-m cable is related to the 80-m cable and the 100-m cable.
Figure 2.30 Graph of the eye opening of LVDS signals after a transmission over AWG-28 twisted pairs from
Montrose and Wächter after 60, 80, and 100 m for different transmission rates.
Figure 2.31 Graph of the signal-delay difference of LVDS signals after a transmission over AWG-28 UTP from
Montrose and Wächter after 60, 80, and 100 m in the different pair of the cable bundle.
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This problem is solved in the back-end electronics by synchronizing each single
input separately - see chapter 2.1.7.
cable model As indicated in chapter 2.1.2, no coherent approach exists to model twisted-pair
cables. Nevertheless, a cable model is essential for the derivation of a proper
compensation network.
The SCT group suggested in [25] a solution derived from [41]. It describes the
output of the twisted pair with a step function a the input by the complementary
error function
(2.16)
where z is the cable length, c is the propagation velocity of the signal, and κ is the
attenuation coefficient. The data from measurements of a 50-m twisted pair was
used to determine κ for an AWG-28 cable to .
The simulation of the eye plots for 20 m, 30 m, 50 m, and 80 m show a clear
accordance to the measured data - compare figure 2.29 and figure 2.32.






Figure 2.32 Eye diagrams [25] for transmission of random data at 40 Mbit/s over 20, 30, 50, and 80 m of
AWG-28 UTP cable.
Figure 2.33 Graphs of the heaviside response of the error-function model and the real signal measured after
100 m of AWG28 UTP cable.
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Using the model to calculate the Heaviside response hTi of a 100-m-long cable
shows significant deviations from the measured real signal - see figure 2.33.
However, it is an approximation derived for high-frequency signals and thus the
obtained response is accurate only when the pulses are short.
A more realistic approach is to develop a frequency dependent R’G’L’C’ model.
(2.17)
gives the frequency-dependent conductor losses, where r is the radius of one wire,
σ is the conductivity of the conductor,
(2.18)
is the frequency-dependent skin depth, and
(2.19)
is the edge frequency where the skin depth becomes relevant.
The inductance is composed of the constant external inductance and two times the
frequency-dependent internal inductance
(2.20)
with s as the distance of the wires.
This skin depth does not affect the capacitance
. (2.21)
The losses in the dielectric between the wires is also frequency dependent but
negligible:
(2.22)
where  represents the loss angle of the dielectric.
But, the skin depth for two very small parallel wires is not homogenous like in a
coaxial structure. The proximity effect displaces the effective area towards the
common center of the wires. Therefore this model gives good approximations for
very high and very low frequencies but neglects the intermediate region.
The same problem exists for commercial simulation products like Maxwell from
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for quasi-static applications but assume that this is only valid for the conductor
losses. The frequency dependency of the inductance is neglected. The
high-frequency field solvers even define all currents as surface currents and
calculate frequency-independent values.
Normally it is enough to get a simplified model of a cable to match a compensation
network as the described deviations have only small effects. But with increasing
length the small pieces sum up and are not negligible any more when the signal
operates in the intermediate frequency range where these effects matter.
However, to define a compensation network for the cable, a more practical
approach was used. I sampled carefully the step response hT(tT) of the 100-m-long
cable with specially constructed probes. Into the sampled response, I fitted a simple
exponential function
(2.23)
which allowed to calculate the Dirac response
(2.24)
and the transfer function - see figure 2.34 - of the cable
. (2.25)
This approximate transfer function of the cable determines a rough filter which has
to be tuned in PSpice by using models of piece-wise-linear functions of the
measured step response hT(tT), a single pulse with a width of 25 ns
, (2.26)
and a random function with a bit rate of 40 Mbit/s
. (2.27)
1 http://www.ansoft.com/
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Figure 2.34 Graph of the approximate transfer function G(s) of a 100-m-long-AWG-28 twisted pair.
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compensation
network
The compensation of the signal distortion can take many forms. For many
low-frequency circuits, it often uses a combination of active and passive
components to create frequency selective filters that provide specific amounts of
gain or attenuation. At higher operating frequencies, the design and
implementation of active filters becomes more difficult, and equalization is usually
performed using only fixed passive components, followed by a non-frequency
selective amplifier. Thus a simple balanced bridged-H equalizer was chosen - see
figure 2.35. It has to attenuate the low frequency part of the incoming signal and to
terminate the cable properly.
The filter is adjusted to appear across a wide frequency range as resistance without
reactance. For frequencies at or near DC, the insertion loss is determined only by
the resistors. As the frequencies approach the active region of the filter, the reactive
nature of the capacitors starts to have an effect. The higher frequencies see less
reactance and are passed through the capacitor with minimal attenuation. The
inductor is selected to exactly match the frequency response characteristics of the
capacitors.
R1 is determined by the characteristic impedance of the cable:
(2.28)
The relationship for R2 and R3 determines the DC-loss of the filter
. (2.29)
(2.30)
is necessary to keep a constant impedance. L and C are both used to select where
the signal attenuation occurs -
, (2.31)
and to keep the characteristic impedance constant for high frequencies:
(2.32)
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Using these formulas with the attenuation and center frequency gained from
figure 2.34 allows to estimate the values of the filter components. The final values -
given in figure 2.35 - were derived by simulations in PSpice with the mentioned
step and pulse functions by optimizing between rise time and overshoot.
The simulation of the filter agreed with the measurements of the realized filter - see
figure 2.36 and figure 2.37. The jitter is limited to less than 2 ns but also the
amplitude of the differential signal is attenuated to about 120 mV.
The bit-error-rate tester was modified to validate the cable filter. Only the bit error
rate of one single twisted pair could be measured due to the different length of the
individual pairs inside a cable bundle which increased the test time dramatically.
However, the test was running for 812 hours with a data rate of 40 Mbit/s thus
Figure 2.36 PSpice simulation of a LVDS signal after 100 m of the AWG-28 cable (top) and after the
cable-compensation network (bottom).
Figure 2.37 Measured LVDS signal after 100 m of the AWG-28 cable (left) and after the cable-compensation
network (right).
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transmitted 117 Tbit without showing any error. This proved the BER to be smaller
than 10-14.
2.1.7 Back-End Electronics
At the back-end electronics, a read-out driver (ROD) [42] gathers the data from
several channels. It compresses the information by suppressing “empty” data from
not hit straws. Finally, the newly formatted information is sent to a read-out buffer
(ROB) where it joins the data from the other sub-detectors - see figure 2.38.
Figure 2.38 Block diagram [43] of the ROD: the data from the front-end electronics arrives at the read-out part
and is synchronized by a phase measurement; after zero suppression, it is sent together with a
header derived from the header from the front end and clock and trigger information from the TRT
TTC over S-link to the ROB.
Figure 2.39 The readout segmentation [7] of the end cap (left) and the barrel (right): 1/96 of each wheel of the
end cap and 1/32 of each module of the barrel is handled by each one ROD.
from front end
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To be able to handle the enormous data stream of more than 1 Tbit/s, the TRT is
split into special regions of interest (ROI) - in sectors of 1/32 of the TRT seen in
figure 2.39. The readout is organized in subsets of this regions. One ROD will
handle 1/96 of each end cap. For the barrel one ROD will read out 1/32 of each
barrel side. It gives a total number of 128 identical RODs per side of the detector
and 256 for whole TRT.
signal integrity The important part for the integrity of the signal sent from the front-end electronics
is the read-out section of the ROD.
The channels of 104 DTMROCs read-out by one ROD receive the trigger-accept
signal (L1A) at the same time. But as they are spread all over the detector surface
and the start of the data output is not precisely defined, and because of different
cable lengths and transfer propagation times in components described in
chapter 2.1.6, the data will arrive with different phases from the various parts of the
front-end electronics. So the data is event but not clock synchronized. The phase
difference can reach up to three clock cycles due to the different start of the data
output of the DTMROCS, about 20 ns for different cable lengths due to the detector
dimensions, and up to 20 ns for the different cable lengths inside a cable bundle.
Thus the clock phase of each input line has to be adjusted in order to get a proper
sampling window for the data and the event phase in order to synchronize the
data.
For the phase adjustment, the ROD contains a phase measurer which allows one to
choose either the rising or the falling edge of the ROD clock to strobe the data in the
input synchronization circuit. This rather crude delay is sufficient when the input
data is guaranteed to be valid for more than 12.5 ns. The phase measurement
should be performed once in a while to check the phase stability.
For the event synchronization, the ROD is able to detect the preamble “101” at the
beginning of the header of the data from the front-end electronics within a
event-phase shift of five clock cycles.
Before synchronizing, the data has to be recovered from the incoming distorted
LVDS signal. The compensation network attenuates the LVDS signal to about 110 to
120 mV peak to peak. Tests showed that all examined standard LVDS receivers
(DS90C032, DS90LV032A, MNDS90C032-X, and SN65LVDS32 - see chapter 2.1.5)
are able to detect the signal with the requested bit error rates although their data
sheets specify a minimum differential voltage of ± 100mV. Thus an error-free signal
transmission would only be guaranteed when all receivers are tested before. In
addition, a high detection-threshold causes an increased jitter of the signal.
Therefore bit-error-rate tests showed a small sampling window of less than 9 ns.
Using instead of the commercial LVDS receivers the fast comparators MAX901 and
MAX964 with a much lower threshold increases the sampling window up to 18 ns -
see figure 2.40.
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The termination and routing of the differential signals on the ROD board have to
follow the guidelines given in chapter 2.1.5.
2.2 Control Signal
The path of the control signal from the back-end electronics to the front-end
electronics can be separated into five consecutive parts - see figure 2.41:
• the back-end electronics - the generation of the control signals,
• the way to the repeater patch panels - the transmission of signal and the
signal filter,
• the repeater patch panel - the amplification and restoration of the signal and
the transmission of the signal on board,
• the way to the front-end electronics - the intermediate patch panels and the
transmission to the front-end electronics
• the front-end electronics - the processing and distribution of the control
signals.
Figure 2.40 Screen shots of a random signal (left) at the end of a 100-m-long AWG28 cable before (top) and
after the comparator, and of the eye plot (right) after the comparator.
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2.2.1 Back-End Electronics
The second function of the back-end electronics - in addition to the data handling -
is to control the front-end electronics. A separate VME-9U module - the TRT-TTC
(trigger, timing, and control) implements this. It communicates with the
ATLAS-TTC system, extracts the timing information, and after a proper delay
adjustment transmits them to the front-end. In addition it provides the TTC
information to the RODs of the crate through a dedicated backplane. It also controls
the parameter-control link which allows one to read and write parameters and to
transmit synchronous commands to the front-end.
The signals which have to be distributed to the front-end electronics are:
• the LHC clock (BC) - a 40 MHz clock signal synchronized to the bunch
crossing in ATLAS,
• the level-1 trigger signal (L1A) - a trigger signal which validates an event,
• the test pulse - a timing signal used in the front-end electronics to create a
test pulse which is capacitively coupled to the input of the ASDBLR,
• the bunch counter reset (BCR) - a timing signal to reset the bunch counter of
the DTMROC,
• the event counter reset (ECR) - a timing signal to reset the event counter of
the DTMROC,
• the front-end hard reset - a timing signal to reset the DTMROC,
• and data signals to write and read the control information to the DTMROC.
The transmission of these signals is carried out with LVDS levels over four
differential pairs:
• the clock (BX) - 40 MHz LVDS clock,
• the hard-reset - 40 Mbit/s LVDS signal,
• a write control, which has encoded L1A, BCR, ECR and the control
information to set the DTMROC - 40 Mbit/s “random” LVDS signal,
• and a read control, for the read out of the settings - 40 Mbit/s “random”
LVDS signal.
For signal integrity, the last line can be handled like a data line - see chapter 2.1.
signal integrity As mentioned before, the readout segmentation does not follow the mechanical
segmentation of the detector. In particular, in the end-cap, a readout slice involves
all the wheels. It is therefore impossible to have the same segmentation for the
timing signal as for the readout with a precision of the order of 1 ns. Therefore the
timing and the parameter control signals will be distributed to subsets of 1/32 of
each end-cap wheel and 1/32 of each barrel module. Each single line can be
delayed separately to achieve accurate timing. Consequently, phase shifts due to
different cable lengths are intercepted at the beginning of the transmission line.
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2.2.2 Transmission to the Repeater Patch Panels
For the way from the back-end electronics to the repeater patch panel, the control
lines follow the path of the data lines but in opposite direction - see chapter 2.1.6.
The 40-Mbit/s control signals behave like the data signal. The compensation
network can be placed on both ends of the cable, although it provides a better
signal to noise ratio when placed at the receiving end.
The 40-MHz clock shows a slightly different behavior. Expressed in transmission
rates, it is a 80-Mbit/s signal of consecutive “01”s. On one hand, it doubles the
transmission rate on the other hand its symmetric structure opens the eye plot.
Thus the low frequency distortion of the cable becomes negligible and no
compensation filter is necessary for the clock signal.
2.2.3 Repeater Patch Panels
At the level of the repeater patch panels, the control signals have to be fanned out
because one subset of control lines from the back end has to supply several groups
of front-end boards - see chapter 2.2.5. Hence a repeater needs one differential input
and two differential outputs. This could either be achieved by a single comparator
or a LVDS receiver which provides its TTL signal to two LVDS drivers or by using a
second output stage in a transistor network - see figure 2.42.
The chosen solution will be either to integrate a second output in the bipolar ASIC
to be developed or to use two repeaters with single outputs which are connected to
the same input signal.
Due to the different granularity of the barrel and the end-cap, the PC boards for the
repeater patch panels are different. The same guide lines as discussed in chapter 2.1
have to be obeyed to integrate signal integrity into the design of these boards.
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2.2.4 Transmission to the Front-End Electronics
For the way from the repeater patch panel to the front-end electronics, the control
lines follow again the path of the data lines but in opposite direction - see
chapter 2.1.4.
2.2.5 Front-End Electronics
At the front-end boards, all DTMROCs of one timing region of interest have to be
supplied by a subset of control/timing signals. These regions of interest are one
half of each module for the barrel and 1/32 of each wheel for the end cap. Hence,
the granularity is:
• inner (outer) half of the inner barrel module 1 - 10 (11) DTMROCs,
• inner (outer) half of the middle barrel module 2 - 15 (18) DTMROCs,
• inner (outer) half of the outer barrel module 3 - 25 (25) DTMROCs,
• 1/32 of the end-cap wheel A - 6*4 = 24 DTMROCs,
• 1/32 of the end-cap wheel B - 3*4 = 12 DTMROCs,
• 1/32 of the end-cap wheel C - 6*3 = 18 DTMROCs.
signal
transmission
This kind of granularity means two kinds of drawbacks. Each DTMROC connected
to the transmission line adds a capacitive load, and as the DTMROCs are spread all
over the front-end boards, the skew of the timing signals from the first to the last
DTMROC can become substantial.
The signals have to be routed in a daisy chain in order to avoid reflections at stubs.
Each input of the DTMROC is a capacitive load and degrades the transmitted
signal. The capacitive load reflects the signal with a reflection coefficient of
. (2.33)
Thus, the reflected signal is for low frequencies the negative derivation of the
incoming signal - e.g. a negative bump for the rising edge of the signal. The signal
transmitted through the capacitive load is given by the transmission coefficient
(2.34)
Figure 2.43 TTC distribution to the DTMROCs: the signals are routed in a daisy chain from one chip to the
next one and terminated at the end of the chain.
R ω( ) jωCloadZ0–2 jωCloadZ0+
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which is the equation for a low-pass filter - the rise time of the signal increases. In
addition, the capacitive load Cload adds to the distributed capacitance C0 of the
transmission line and effects its wave impedance
. (2.35)
barrel To estimate these effects for the barrel, a prototype of the inner module like seen in
figure 2.16 was equipped with 11 10-pF capacitors to simulate 22 DTMROCs with
an input capacitance of about 5 pF. The first capacitor was supplied over 10 m of
the AWG-36 STP cable. The last capacitor was terminated by a 100-Ω resistor. Each
DTMROC will see depending on its position in the transmission line different
signals which are nearly acceptable at the termination point but not usable at other
positions - see figure 2.44.
Tuning the multiple reflections by changing the termination resistor allowed one to
improve the situation - see figure 2.45. Replacing the 100-Ω resistor by a 50-Ω
resistor approves the theory behind formula (2.35), but the estimation of Cload is
difficult as it depends not only on the values of the capacitive load but also on its








Figure 2.44 Screen shots of the signal distortion due to capacitive loads on the transmission line for a clock
signal of 40 MHz (left) and a single impulse of 25 ns (right): 22 DTMROCs are simulated by 11
10-pF capacitors on the inner barrel module; the signal is fed to the first capacitor through 10 m of
the AWG-36 STP cable; the last capacitor is terminated by a 100-Ω resistor; the signals are
distorted by the multiple reflections on the capacitive loads.
at the input of the roof board
at the “worst” position
at the end of the transmission line at the end of the transmission line
at the “worst” position
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of improving the signal transmission by strategical mis-termination using multiple
reflections.
end cap Other measurements simulating the future end-cap distribution showed equal
results. The same timing signals have to provide six front-end boards each holding
four DTMROCs in the worst case for wheel type A. Thus, the front-end boards
were mimicked each by four 4.7-pF capacitors interconnected by 10 cm of AWG36
STP cable. The first group was fed by 10 m of the same cable - see figure 2.46.
The last group had to be terminated by 75 Ω to get the best results - see figure 2.47.
Figure 2.45 Screen shots of the signal distortion due to capacitive load of the transmission line for a clock
signal of 40 MHz (left) and a single impulse of 25 ns (right): 22 DTMROCs are simulated by 11
10-pF capacitors on the inner barrel module; the signal is fed to the first capacitor through 10 m of
the AWG-36 STP cable; the last capacitor is terminated by a 50-Ω resistor; the signals are
distorted by the multiple reflections on the capacitive loads.
at the input of the roof board
at the “worst” position
at the end of the transmission line at the end of the transmission line
at the “worst” position



















Figure 2.46 Principle schematics of the simulation of the TTC distribution for the end cap: 10 m of AWG36
STP cable feed 6 groups of 4 4.7-pF capacitors mimicking front-end boards which are connected
by 10 cm of AWG36 STP cable.
10m AWG36 STP 10cm AWG36 STP 10cm AWG36 STP4*4.7pF 4*4.7pF 4*4.7pF 4*4.7pF
75Ω
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One drawback is that the skew from the first DTMROC to the last DTMROC is up
to 5 ns. Therefore it was decided to limit the number of DTMROCs which are
provided by the same transmission line to about 12. This doubles the number of
necessary twisted pairs for the TTC distribution, and the repeaters on the repeater
patch panel has to fan out the necessary outputs - see chapter 2.2.3.
Hence, the granularity changes to:
• inner (outer) half of the inner barrel module 1 - 10 (11) DTMROCs,
• half of inner (outer) half of the middle barrel module 2 - 7/8 (9) DTMROCs,
• half of inner (outer) half of the outer barrel module 3 - 12/13 DTMROCs,
• half of 1/32 of the end-cap wheel A - 3*4 = 12 DTMROCs,
• 1/32 of the end-cap wheel B - 3*4 = 12 DTMROCs,
• half of 1/32 of the end-cap wheel C - 3*3 = 9 DTMROCs.
Figure 2.47 Eye plots of the signal distortion due to capacitive load for the end-cap for a clock of 40 MHz (left)
and a random signal of a bit rate of 40 Mbit/s: 10 m of AWG36 STP cable feed 6 groups of 4
4.7-pF capacitors mimicking front-end boards which are connected by 10 cm of AWG36 STP
cable.
at the first position
at the last position
10ns
50mV
at the first position
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Chapter   3
Electromagnetic Compatibility
To ensure the electromagnetic compatibility of the ATLAS TRT within a system
exposed to a violent environment, possible noise sources, their receptors, and the
coupling paths have to be identified. Either the disturbing emissions of the source
or the susceptibility of the receiver have to be reduced, or the path has to be
removed. Finally, a ground system has to provide personnel safety and equipment
and facility protection without introducing new EMC problems.
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3.1 Coupling Mechanisms
Coupling is defined as the means by which a magnetic or electric field produced by
a circuit induces a voltage or current in another circuit. Conductive coupling occurs
when the interfering and the interfered-with circuits are physically connected with
a conductor and share a common-impedance path. Free-space coupling occurs
when the aggressor generates an electromagnetic field that is ether radiated and
then received by the victim (far-field coupling) or that is inductively or capacitively
coupled (near-field coupling) to the victim.
3.1.1 Conductive Coupling
When the aggressor and the victim share a common-impedance path, the voltage
drop in the common impedance Zc can translate into interference - see figure 3.1.
Also practical reference planes do not exhibit a zero impedance. Any currents
flowing in a conductive plane will produce potential differences between various
points on the plane. Interfacing circuits referenced to these various points can
experience conductively-coupled interference.
3.1.2 Free-Space Coupling
Free-space coupling is the transfer of electromagnetic energy between two or more
circuits not directly interconnected with a conductor. Depending on the distance
between the circuits, the coupling is defined as either near-field or far-field
coupling. Near-field coupling can be subdivided into inductive and capacitive
coupling, according to the nature of the electromagnetic field. In inductive
coupling, a magnetic field is generated. Capacitive coupling is produced by an
electric field between the aggressor and the victim. For far-field coupling
electromagnetic waves are the principle coupling mechanism.
3.2 Aggressors & Victims
The TRT faces two kinds of EMC problems: first the system should not interfere
with itself, and second it should not interfere with the surrounding subsystems of
the ATLAS detector.
Figure 3.1 Principle of conductive coupling between circuits caused by common-return-path impedance: the
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3.2.1 Intrasystem Environment
Figure 3.2 shows a principle diagram of the front-end electronics of the TRT. The
basic components are the detecting element - the straw, an analogue, bipolar ASIC -
the ASDBLR, and a digital CMOS ASIC. Its services consist of digital data and
control lines, a high-voltage supply of 1,600 V for the straws, a bipolar low-voltage
supply of 3V for the analogue part, a unipolar low-voltage supply of 5 V for the
digital part, and several pipes for the active-gas supply for the straws and for the
cooling of the straws and of the electronics.
Each of these components are possible noise sources but also possible victims - see
figure 3.3.
straw Starting with the weakest aggressor, the detecting elements produce delta pulses of
a r.m.s. of 0.5 ns which contain about 3 to 5% of the total deposited charge from 2 fC
to several picocoulombs - see chapter 2.1.1. Thus the signal has a bandwidth of up
to 1 GHz.
Though the straw is a coaxial structure and the wall of the straw shields the
sensitive wire from direct coupling, three main coupling paths remain. First, straws
which share the same decoupling capacitor suffer conductive coupling on their
signal return. Second, the straw wall surrounds its wire all over the length of the
straw, but is exposed to the environment at the ends of the straw. Third, the straws
Figure 3.2 Principle schematic diagram of the TRT-front-end electronics: the wires of the straws connect
directly to the inputs of the ASDBLR which amplifies, shapes, discriminates the signal; the output
of the ASDBLR is connected to the DTMROC which gathers the signal information together with
its timing data and sends it out when requested; straws which are connected to the same HV
group share the same decoupling capacitor CC; several HV groups are supplied by the same HV
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of the barrel section of the TRT are read out on both ends. The wire is divided into
two equal parts, but these two detecting elements share the same straw cathode.
The coupling paths shown in figure 3.4 translate into three equivalent circuits
representing the conductive coupling through the decoupling capacitor CC, the
capacitive coupling from straw to straw, straw to wire, and wire to wire (combined
in Cwire_wire), and inductive coupling from wire to wire (Lwire_wire) - see figure 3.5
This allows to estimate the conductive coupling over a common high-voltage
capacitor to
, (3.1)
the capacitive coupling to
, (3.2)
and the inductive coupling to
. (3.3)
The maximal negative coupling depends on the ratio of the straw capacitance Cstraw
(~ 10 pF) and the decoupling capacitor CC (~ 1 nF) and lies thus in the percentage
region. The coupling decreases above some 100 MHz depending on the straw
capacitance and the frequency-dependent input impedance Zi of the preamplifier.
Figure 3.4 Schematic drawings of the physical positions of straw-to-straw cross talk: (left) at the read-out
side of the straws through capacitive, inductive, or conductive coupling; (middle) in read-out
channels which share the same straw in the barrel section through capacitive coupling; (right)
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Figure 3.5 Equivalent circuits for the thee possible straw-to-straw coupling paths: (left) conductive coupling
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The capacitive cross talk is the positive derivation of the signal and rises to a
maximum which depends on the ratio of the straw capacitance Cstraw (~ 10 pF) and
the coupling capacitance from wire to wire Cwire_wire. For read-out channels which
share the same straw in the barrel section and at the level of the inner seal of the
end-cap section, the coupling capacitance is about 100 fF. Though it can increase to
some picofarad at the read-out electronics and thus produces cross talk in the 10%
region.
The inductive cross talk depends on the straw capacitance Cstraw and the mutual
inductance of the wires Lwire. Though the coupling rises with the square of the
frequency, the mutual inductance would have to reach values of some 100 nH to see
effects like those from the conductive or capacitive coupling.
The effective cross talk is a superposition of all three coupling paths, but is reduced
by the limited input bandwidth of the read-out electronics.
Measurements of the barrel section [45] to [47] identified the conductive coupling
due to a common HV capacitor as main coupling path with a cross talk of about 1 to
2%. A bad design of the connecting traces from the straw to the front-end
electronics in one area was blamed for detected straw-to-straw crosstalk of up to
8%. The crosstalk between the two readouts of a single straw was less than 0.5%.
Measurements with a prototype of the end-cap section of the TRT showed the same
behavior [48].
Although calculations and measurements show results in the percentage region,
the cross talk can reach a manifold of these results. As eight straws are connected to
a common high-voltage capacitor, one straw will see the cross talk of the other
seven straws - mainly conductive - when they are fired.
ASDBLR The internal channel-to-channel crosstalk of the analogue-read-out chip - the
ASDBLR - is, by design, less than 0.5%. Its peaking time is set to 8 ns and its input
resistance behaves like a low-pass filter - see chapter 2.1.3, in order to maximize the
signal-to-noise ratio by limiting the bandwidth of the chip to about 100 MHz.
A possible problem arrives from the output currents - see figure 3.6 - of the
ASDBLR and the supply currents of its digital part. The chip is supplied by ± 3 V,
but only the input stage and the shaper are truly bipolar. The discriminator and the
output driver work unipolar. Thus, the switching of the output driver could harm
the symmetry of the supply for the analogue part of the chip.
The output currents are very fast current signals with a rise time of 1 ns and
amplitudes of some 100 µA whereas the input currents with levels of a few micro
Figure 3.6 Equivalent circuits for a possible cross talk from the outputs of the ASDBLR to its inputs: (left)
conductive coupling of a shared ground impedance Zground of the signal returns of the in- and
outputs. coupling paths: (right) capacitive coupling over the parasitic capacitance Cout_in from the
output to the input traces - note: the parasitic capacitance of the output traces Ctrace limits this
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ampere are a factor 100 smaller. A possible conductive coupling descends from the
impedance Zground of a shared ground plane when the path of the current return of
the output signal overlaps the path of the current return of the input signal. If this
impedance (> mΩ) is not infinitely small, a part of the signal return of the output
signal will flow over the input impedance Zi of the preamplifier. A capacitive
coupling derives from the parasitic capacitance Cout_in from the output traces to the
input traces and leads to noise in the percentage region even with a few
femtocoulombs.
The intrinsic noise of the ASDBLR can be described as function of the threshold of
the low-level discriminator [49]. Setting the low threshold to 240 eV, the noise
counting rate - the rate of the detection of a “noise” particle - of an unconnected
channel was 1 Hz. Connecting 5 cm of cable with a LEMO connector increased this
rate to 28 Hz. Adding a short straw which was placed into a metallic box increased
the counting rate further to 500 Hz. It becomes 12 kHz for 200 eV, and reaches
100 kHz for 150 eV - see figure 3.7.
DTMROC The DTMROC is a digital CMOS chip. It is supplied by 5 V and clocked at 40 MHz.
It uses a delay-locked loop to measure the time difference of the incoming signal
from the ASDBLR with respect to the internal clock. This value is used to calculate
the drift time of the electrons in the straw. Its input and output signals from and to
the back-end electronics are low-voltage differential signals with signal rates of
40 Mbit/s. The differential output drivers are designed to draw a constant current
from the supply. However the fall time of the signal is faster than its rise time. This
skew introduces a spike-like common-mode signal which can interfere with the
system - see figure 3.8. In addition, the internal activity of the DTMROC can affect
the power supply lines.
The possible victims of the DTMROC are not only the input signals of the ASDBLR
but also its output and control signals. Especially the threshold lines over which the
DTMROC sets the thresholds of the discriminators of the ASDBLR and the
test-pulse lines can easily inject noise into the ASDBLR.
Figure 3.7 Measured noise counting rate [49] of the ASDBLR as a function of the threshold: one straw is
connected to the input of the ASDBLR; the noise counting rate is the rate of detected “noise
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services The services for the front-end electronics of the TRT consist of data and control
lines, low-voltage lines for the supply of the chips, high-voltage lines for the supply
of the straws, pipes with active gas for the straws, and pipes for the cooling of the
front-end electronics and the straws.
The data and control lines are shielded-twisted-pair cables which transport
low-voltage differential signals. Though, the differential signals can translate into
common-mode signals due to inhomogeneities in the geometry of the cables, the
termination, and the signal form. In addition, common-mode currents can couple
into the cable from the front-end electronics and its environment.
The LV lines can introduce noise picked up from the environment into the system,
but also pollute the system with the noise of the digital part of the front-end
electronics. The base line of the design of the detector is to reduce the material
budget due to confined space and to the influence on the physical characteristics of
the detector. Thus, it was not foreseen to use separate return lines for the analogue
and the digital power supply.
However, this would introduce massive coupling from the digital part of the
front-end electronics to the analogue part. The confined space dictates the use of
very small cables and thus high cable impedances of some tens of milliohms. Each
change of the digital current would change the voltage drop over a common
impedance. The analogue chip would not see the change of its reference point but
would translate it to a change of its voltage supply - see figure 3.9
Figure 3.8 Spice simulation of the output driver of the DTMROC in the worst case situation where the chip is
irradiated and supplied only by 4.5 V: (top) the differential signal and (bottom) the common mode
signal.
Figure 3.9 Effect of a common current return for the analogue and the digital supply: each change of the
current through the cable (e.g. digital noise from the DTMROC) translates over the finite cable
impedance Zcable into a change of the reference voltage; however the ASDBLR will not see this
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The HV lines are also very delicate, as the high voltage connects to the most
sensitive part of the detector - the straw.
The pipes of the active gas and the cooling can effect the detector in several ways: a
change of the gas pressure or of the temperature influences the gas gain of the
straw, a temperature change could affect the analogue electronics, and noise picked
up from the environment can be carried into the system.
3.2.2 Intersystem Environment
Figure 3.10 shows the environment of the TRT with the LAr calorimeter outside the
TRT, the SCT and PIXEL detectors and the beam pipe inside the TRT, and the
services penetrating the whole system.
The detailed EMC-impact matrix of figure 3.11 illustrates the complex
aggressor-victim relationships at the system level. Basically, they concentrate in five
zones:
• between the TRT end cap and the SCT - the SCT is located at the “quiet” end of
the end-cap setup, where the straws can be influenced by the electronics and
services of the SCT;
• between the TRT barrel and the TRT end cap - the barrel electronics and their
services and the services of the SCT and the PIXEL detector face the sensitive
straws of the first wheel A of the end cap;
• between the last wheel B and the first wheel C of the TRT end cap - the services
of the SCT are parallel to the straws;
• at the inner wall of the LAr calorimeter - the electronics of the TRT end cap faces
its services, the services of the TRT barrel, the SCT, and the PIXEL detector, and
the cryostat;
• outside the Inner Detector - all services run in parallel over active patch panels
at PPB/F2 close to the front-end electronics of LAr.
Figure 3.10 Axial view of the environment of the TRT: the LAr calorimeter surrounds the TRT; the SCT, the
PIXEL detector, and the beam pipe are inside the TRT; the services of the TRT barrel run from its
electronics at its head face over a patch panel at PPB1 along the inner wall of the calorimeter to
the repeater patch panel at PPB/F2 (close to the front-end electronics of the LAr); the services
from the TRT end cap run from its electronics at its circumference along the calorimeter wall over
patch panel at PPF1 to the repeater patch panel at PPB/F2; the SCT and PIXEL services
penetrate the TRT between the barrel and the end cap and between the section B and C.
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TRT end cap 
wheels A
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A quantitative estimation is not possible at the system level. ATLAS is still in a
fast-changing design phase where some problems are not yet solved. The space
envelopes are not yet frozen.
LAr The LAr calorimeter is the most likely victim of the noise generated by the TRT
detector as it measures the electromagnetic energy of the particles produced in
ATLAS. Thus the noise level of the TRT must stay below the threshold of the LAr
detector to avoid a degradation of the energy measurements. Additional crosstalk
could appear at PPB/F2 where the active patch panels of the TRT are located and
all services have to pass close to the LAr-front-end electronics.
SCT electronics The electronics of the SCT is located close to the open end of the TRT-end-cap
straws where the anode wire is not protected by the straw.
SCT & PIXEL
services
The services of the SCT and the PIXEL detector are running either close to the open
end of the TRT-end-cap straws, in parallel to the straws, or in parallel to the services
of the TRT. Although the data is transmitted over optical fibres, the power lines and
supply pipes stay substantial aggressors. Due to the confined space, SCT and
PIXEL use a special tape structure [50] to transmit their power. Its high capacitance
allows an effective filtering of the noise produced by the digital front-end










































































Figure 3.12 Screen shots [51] of threshold scans without (left) and with (right) the powered SCT power tape
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electronics, but produces high electric fields which couple to the TRT. Preliminary
qualitative measurements [51] showed massive coupling from the SCT power tapes
to the TRT - see figure 3.12.
beam pipe The beam pipe which carries the particle beam is also predicted to be a possible
noise source [52].
Only near field coupling is possible inside ATLAS due to the short distances among
the sub detectors. Possible conductive coupling is eliminated by definition. The
ATLAS Policy on Grounding and Power Distribution [53] enjoins the electrical isolation
of all detector subsystems.
3.3 EMC Measures
Either the disturbing emissions of the source or the susceptibility of the receiver
have to be reduced, or the path has to be removed to minimize the previous
mentioned problems. However, direct measures are restricted to the TRT itself and
can be split into data transmission, power distribution, PCB design, and shielding.
3.3.1 Data Transmission
The biggest noise source of the TRT is the digital data transmission between the
front-end and the back-end electronics. Optical fibres would remove a
cable-to-environment coupling completely but would introduce the need of a
powerful laser driver which is potentially noisy due to high switching currents.
Financial reasons led the TRT collaboration to chose differential copper links to
transmit low-voltage differential signals.
LVDS
transmission
The LVDS driver stage consists of a current source which drives one of the
differential lines and sinks the same amount of current from the other line. Noise
from the environment appears on both lines equally and thus is rejected by the
receiver which looks at the difference between the two signals. The electromagnetic
field of the transmitted signal is concentrated between the lines which reduces the
radiation to the outside world. Thus the signals and the transmission line have to
be balanced.
However the fall time of the signal is faster than its rise time. Introducing an
additional capacitance between the lines decreases the slew rate and thus the skew
between rise and fall time. It can be shown [54] that the stray capacitance of
increased IC pads is enough to produce this effect. Though, a higher capacitance
and thus lower slew rates provide lower noise to the environment.
repeater The repeater patch panels are situated close to the most sensitive part of the system
- the LAr calorimeter and its front-end electronics. Thus the repeater should be as
quiet as possible.
Measurements of the magnetic near field of two prototypes of the repeater patch
panel - see chapter 2.1.5 - indicated much higher stray fields for the digital LVDS
EMC Measures
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receiver DS90C32 than for the analogue comparator MAX901. The boards use the
LVDS receiver or the comparator to generate a TTL signal which feeds a LVDS
driver to regenerate the LVDS signal. The layouts of the boards are practically
identical but the different pinout of the LVDS receiver and the comparator. The
different radiation descends from the different technologies - bipolar versus CMOS.
The measured fields are concentrated around the repeaters for the control signals
which include the 40-MHz clock. However, they are not measurable 10 mm above
the board. The new analogue chip - to be designed - will further reduce the noise
level by removing the intermediate TTL signal.
cable For the first meters from the front-end electronics to the repeater patch panel, the
transmission is carried out over individually shielded-twisted-pair cables of
AWG 36. The twisting reduces the inductive coupling and together with the
balanced transmission capacitive coupling. The shield - beside shielding -
concentrates the electromagnetic field and helps to balance the cable parameters.
Further outside from the repeater patch panel to the back-end electronics, bundles
of 28 twisted-pair cables share a common shield. Different twist lengths among the
cables reduces the cross talk inside a bundle.
Measurements in collaboration with LAr [55] and SCT [25] showed no significant
influence of the cables to their environment.
3.3.2 Power Distribution
Each element - a straw for high voltage or a chip for low voltage - which is
connected to a common power supply will suffer from the conductive noise which
is produced by all the other elements connected to this supply. Thus, reducing the
number of elements connected to a common supply reduces also the noise.
For low voltage the modularity is 1/32 of each barrel module and each end-cap
wheel. This gives a granularity of 1,344 independent modules. Each of these
modules has its own power supply for 5 V and for ± 3 V.
Figure 3.13 Screen shots of the noise spectrum and the noise locations of near-H-field measurements of the
repeater patch panels equipped with the LVDS receiver DS90C32 (left) and the fast comparator
MAX901 (right): the noisy spots are situated at the repeaters for the fast control signals; changing
the digital receiver to the analogue comparator reduces the noise spectrum drastically.
Electromagnetic Compatibility
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An even higher modularity is available for the high-voltage supply of the straws.
One supply is connected to only 64 straws (on average), which gives a total number
of 6,272 independent high-voltage supplies.
low voltage The LV lines can introduce noise picked up from the environment into the system,
but also pollute the system with the noise of the digital part of the front-end
electronics. Thus a filter has to stop noise in both directions. Standard applications
use for this filter electrolytic tantalum capacitors of some tens of microfarad and
inductors with ferrite cores of some micro-henry. The high radiation inside the
detector would activate the tantalum. Due to the long half-live time of 114 days [56]
of the activated tantalum, it is forbidden to use such capacitors. Fortunately,
high-value ceramic capacitors became industrially available in 1999 which allows
one to use ceramic capacitors up to 22 µF.
The high static magnetic field of 2 T within the Inner Detector saturates the ferrites
of inductors. Commercially available ferrites saturate at 0.7 to 0.8 T. Ferrites with
higher saturation are in development but not yet available. Thus only air-core
inductors are usable for the TRT-front-end electronics. The maximal value for the
small dimensions to fit into the confined space of the front-end electronics is
220 nH.
These would be adequate values to produce a filter with a high insertion loss for
high frequencies. However, self-resonance effects due to parasitic serial
inductances of the capacitors and their traces- see figure 3.14 - degrade the filter.
Figure 3.15 shows simulations of the low-voltage filter for the possible component
values in different configurations with and without parasitic inductances for a
source and a load of 50 Ω. The parasitic inductances have a considerable effect on
the behavior of the filter.
Thus the noise on the low-voltage lines from the digital front-end electronics has to
be handled like a data signal. The noise is transmitted over shielded-twisted-pair
cables to a low-voltage patch panel at PPB/F2 where a lower magnetic field and
more space allows better filtering.
Although it was not part of the base-line design, the analogue and the digital
supply preferable will have separate returns and should run in separate bundles.
Figure 3.14 Basic schematic of a low voltage filter (left) consisting of two parallel high-value capacitors to
short circuit high frequencies and two serial inductors for further attenuation and its parasitics
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Within the electronics, decoupling capacitors have to stabilize the supply voltages.
They have to be big enough to store sufficient charge to supply the switching chip,
but have also to be as small as possible to avoid self-resonance effects. Traditionally,
the value of the decoupling capacitor is chosen on the allowed value of voltage
drop dU on the power line, the switching current I and the switching time dt:
(3.4)
However literature1 is not consistent about the use of this formula. For example,
some define the switching time as the rise or fall time of the signal, other define it as
the pulse width of the signal.
Using 10 to 22 nF capacitors as decoupling capacitors should be adequate for all the
front-end electronics of the TRT.
high voltage A high-voltage filter - see figure 3.2 - filters the incoming high-voltage lines. The
time constant produced by the filter resistors Rfilter (5 kΩ) and the filter capacitor
Cfilter (3 nF) is, at 15 µs, a factor 1,000 longer than the 20-ns shaping time of the
ASDBLR. This should achieve adequate filtering. In addition, the isolation resistors
of 100 kΩ which isolate the different high-voltage groups, act as a noise limiter.
The transmission of the high voltage is carried out from the front-end electronics to
the patch panel in PPB/F2 over miniature coaxial cables. At this patch panel it
changes to a multi-conductor cable with a common shield.
3.3.3 PCB Design
The design of the printed-circuit boards allows several measures to improve the
intra-system compatibility.
Figure 3.15 Saber simulation of the insertion loss of the low voltage filter with and without serial inductor for
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component
placement
The most likely cross talk within the front-end electronics comes from the coupling
of the digital electronics - the DTMROC and the digital part of the ASDBLR - to the
sensitive inputs from the straw. Thus they have to be separated in space, so that the
return currents of the straw signals do not overlap the return currents of the digital
signals. Moving the input connectors with the straw signals to the edges of the
board and the output connectors to the middle of the board allows this segregation
- see figure 3.16. Thus the path for the signal return of the sensitive input lines from
the straws do not have to share a common impedance of the ground plane with the
output signals. In addition, this reduces the length of the signal traces.
power
decoupling
When a chip is switching, it first gets the needed charge from the local capacitance
of the power planes, then from the nearest decoupling capacitor. If these two can
not provide the necessary energy in an adequate time, the switching chip affects its
environment. To limit this kind of cross talk, each chip or power pin respectively
has to have its own decoupling capacitor which is located close to the power pin.
Multiple vias - at least two per pin - decrease the serial inductance of the capacitor
and limit self-resonance effects.
power & ground
planes
Separate layers with full ground and power planes - see figure 3.17 - provide
additional decoupling capacitance of about 20 pF/cm2 with very low inductance.
Wether or not split ground planes give better electromagnetic compatibility and
signal integrity than continuous planes, depends very much on the layout and
circuit design. Split planes work when the different planes are completely
decoupled and no signal trace crosses the gap in between. Split ground planes
which overlap each other and have thus high capacitive coupling, tend to oscillate.
Figure 3.16 Side view of the front-end electronics of the TRT end cap: moving the input connectors with the
sensitive analogue signals from the straw to the edges of the board and the intermediate
connector between ASDBLR and DTMROC board and the output connector to the back-end
electronics to the middle of the boards allows a segregation of the electronics into “noisy” digital
sections and “quiet” analogue sections.
ASDBLR board
DTMROC board
digital sectionanalogue section analogue section
digital signals 
  from ASDBLR to DTMROC 
  from DTMROC to back end
analogue signals 
  from straw to ASDBLR
analogue signals 
  from straw to ASDBLR
ASDBLR ASDBLR
DTMROCDTMROC
Figure 3.17 Stack ups of the ASDBLR board (left) and DTMROC board (right) for the TRT end cap: the
ASDBLR board is a 6-layer board; three of them are full planes with high capacitive coupling for
the ground and the analogue supply; one layer - capa - is intended for the capacitive coupling of
the test pulse to the connector pads; the top and bottom layer are for the signal routing; all digital
traces are forced to the top layer; two types of vias - blind vias from the top to the ground layer
and through hole vias - connect the different layers; the DTMROC board is a 6-layer board; two of
them are full planes with high capacitive coupling for ground and the digital supply of 5 V; a third
split plane provides the analogue supply of ± 3 V; one layer - lvds - is reserved for the routing of
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When a signal line crosses the split, the return current can not flow back directly
under the trace and has to take the long way round - see figure 3.18. This enlarges
the surface of the loop which is formed by the trace and the return path and causes
an increased crosstalk with return currents from other signal traces and with the
further environment.
Balanced signals would ideally not need a local return path, but in practice their
balance always degrades at some frequency, and so a nearby return path is needed
for the resulting common-mode leakage. The planes close to differential traces are a
part of the transmission line. A break in such a line means an inhomogeneity and
brings further reflections.
As the TRT-front-end electronics has a lot of interfaces between the analogue and
the digital part and complete decoupling of split planes would be difficult, it is
recommended to use a single solid ground plane.
Additional ground planes heavily connected to each other support the internal
ground planes of the chips under the chip surface and act as shield at the edges of
the boards.
routing Keeping all traces and especially the sensitive input lines as short as possible
reduces the capacitive and inductive cross talk. The differential traces have to be
routed in parallel ways and to be kept on the same layer. The distance between the
lines and to the plane below has to be adjusted to the characteristic impedance of
the transmission line. They should remain on one layer as each via causes a
discontinuity and thus reflections.
The input stage of the ASDBLR is a differential amplifier. A dummy line which is
connected to the second input of this amplifier and runs along the signal trace gets
the same pickup from the environment as the signal trace itself. This noise will be
seen as common-mode signal and will be rejected by the differential amplifier.
All these concepts were implemented in a redesign of the former front-end
electronics and allow an operation of the electronics with a low-level threshold of
1.5 fC (150 eV) at the level of the ASDBLR noise. The complete setup of analogue
and digital electronics shows no significant increase of the noise level compared
with the noise level of the bare ASDBLR chip.
Figure 3.18 Schematic drawing of the effect of split planes when they are crossed by signal traces: the signal
return can not flow back directly under the signal trace and has to take a turn around which
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3.3.4 Shielding
The attenuation provided by a shield results from three mechanisms: the reflection
of the incident energy at the shield surface because of the discontinuity of the
air-metal boundary; the absorption of the not reflected energy by turning into heat
energy; and the reflection at the second shield surface. The prohibition of massive
material inside the detector allows only thin foils of few tens of micrometers. As the
absorption loss
  [57] (3.5)
depends not only on the material of the shield (µr, σr) but also on the thickness of
the shield d, 50 µm of copper gives for 10 MHz only 21 dB of attenuation but
increases with rising frequency f.
The reflection loss
(3.6)
is a function of the impedance discontinuity at the interface between the wave
impedance Zw of the incoming signal and the surface impedance of the shield Zs.
Because of the small distances inside the detector, all noise sources are in the
near-field range and mostly capacitive. Thus the reflection loss for a electric-field
source in the near field calculates to
. (3.7)
Although it decreases with rising frequency f and rising distance r from the source,
thin copper sheets of 50 µm provide at least 100 dB attenuation up to 100 MHz at
distances of about 10 cm.
However, 36,096 data lines, 3,072 low-voltage lines, 6,976 high-voltage lines, and
144 pipes for cooling and active gas supply connect to the detector and thus
penetrate the shield and degrade the shielding efficiency. The large size of the
detector might generate standing-wave effects. In addition, noise from the digital
front-end electronics can reflect back to the sensitive straws which would not see
this noise without a shield.
To avoid these effects, it is intended to use local nested shields in combination with
a over-all faraday shield. Leading all services in conductive cable trays which are
heavily connected to the shield will act like a waveguide below cutoff.
end cap Figure 3.19 shows the physical structure of one half of an 8-plane wheel of the TRT
end cap. Three carbon-fibre rings (rings 1, 2, and 3) provide together with two
printed-circuit boards (active and passive web) and the straws a self carrying
structure which is mounted inside the squirrel cage. The squirrel cage is a
cylindrical aluminium cage which surrounds the wheels A and B and holds the
cable trays for the services of the end cap. The active web is a rigid-flex PCB with an
azimuthal extension of 1/32 of a wheel and connects the straws to the ASDBLR
board. In addition, it holds the HV elements like the decoupling capacitors and the
A 131.4 f µrσrd dB=
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isolation resistors. The manifold of the active gas is closed at the top at ring 3, at the
bottom of the straws with the inner seal and on the sides of the wheel by a
copper-kapton sheet.
The inner seal is a kapton foil plated with 8 µm of copper. Together with the inner
carbon-fibre ring, this provides a local shield around the straw ends which are
opposed to the SCT front-end electronics.
The outer carbon-fibre rings build together with the active and passive web a shield
around the straw inputs. The cooling structure supports the shielding effect
between the front-end electronics and the straw.
The ground plane of the DTMROC board provides some shielding effect when all
digital components are placed and routed above this plane.
The horizontal copper-plated kapton sheet provides a shield in axial direction,
though it will be only 500 Å thickness of copper.
The squirrel cage would be an ideal candidate for a over-all shield. Its 6-mm
thickness would provide even adequate absorption loss. However, it is littered with
openings for the services for the detector and only situated at the outer radius of
wheels A and C and even completely missing for the wheels C. Thus a
50-µm-copper foil will cover the complete end cap or subsets of wheels
respectively.
The number and the size of the shield openings and the way how the services
penetrate the shield will influence its effectiveness. A conductive cable tray -
strongly connected to the shield - acts as a feed-through capacitor ar waveguide
below cutoff for the services - see figure 3.20. The services enter the shield/cable
tray from a common point and have a high capacitive coupling to the shield, while
they are running inside the cable tray. This provides effective filtering if afterwards
the services enter into the inside of the shield and are not released to the outside.
Figure 3.19 Axial view of the physical structure of an 8-plane wheel of the end cap: ring 1, 2, and 3 provide
together with the active and passive web and the straws the mechanical stability; the wheels A
and B are mounted inside the squirrel cage which carries the cable trays for the services; the
signals from the straws connect over the active web to the ASDBLR and the DTMROC board; the
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barrel Figure 3.21 shows the physical structure of a barrel module. A carbon fibre
structure (shell) surround each module. It is closed at its ends by the electronics
boards. The HV board provides the high voltage to the straw. The tension plate
connects to the wires and holds small stamp boards with the ASDBLR and the
DTMROC. The last board is the roof board which gathers all the data from the
DTMROC boards and transmits them to the back-end electronics. The cooling plate
is placed between the tension plate and the ASDBLR boards.
The design of the TRT barrel only includes an over-all faraday shield. However, the
cooling plate provides, together with the ground plane of the tension plate, a shield
between the straws and the front-end electronics. For the over-all faraday shield, it
is intended to cover the outer wall of the shell of the outermost module and the
inner wall of the shell of the innermost module with a 50-µm-copper film. A special
ground plane on the roof board shall build the head faces of the shield.
The details of this design are very delicate and are not entirely known yet. It will be
quite difficult to connect the single roof boards to each other and herewith to
provide a seamless connection. In addition, the shield will have multiple openings
for the services of each module. It is recommend to add an additional copper foil on
top, as in the end cap, to achieve the same advantages.
Two recent design changes in the barrel electronics could have major impacts on
the current shielding design. It was suggested to use a flexible-rigid board holding
both, the ASDBLRs and the DTMROC, instead of two individual stamp cards. This
shifts the cooling plate into the space between the ASDBLR and the DTMROC part
Figure 3.20 Schematic drawing of the effect of a conductive cable tray as feed-through capacitor: common





Figure 3.21 Axial end view of the physical structure of barrel module: a carbon-fibre shell surrounds all each
module and provides the mechanical stability; the straws are plugged into the HV plate which is
connected to a fuse box; the wires connect over the tension plate to the front-end electronics
which consists of individual stamp boards; the cooling plate is situated on top of the tension plate;
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of this board. Thus the cooling structure provides shielding between the analogue
and the digital electronics. Second, a flexible-multiple-bent circuit will replace the
rigid roof top. Therewith, the over-all shield cannot be closed any more in the
intended way.
3.4 Grounding Scheme
A ground system serves three primary functions: personnel safety, equipment and
facility protection, and electrical-noise reduction. Defining the potential of each
conductive material to be within certain margins achieves safety. A proper signal
reference system together with shielding of sensitive as well as noisy parts provide
noise reduction. However, grounding is not the only way to achieve safety. It can
even introduce additional noise to the system.
Defining the potential of the conductive structures and building a signal-reference
system inside the TRT, can be chosen within two philosophies: either strongly
connecting everything together or trying to control the currents which flow in the
systems. The first one yields the lowest impedance between any two points of the
system, but simultaneously allows loops and shield currents to flow inside the
system. The second approach allows to break this loops and to ban shield currents
from intruding the system through carefully provided low-impedance paths.
In addition each sub detector has to follow “The ATLAS Policy on Grounding and
Power Distribution” [53] which gives the following guidelines:
• [...] electrical isolation of all detector systems, [...]
• [...] floating low-voltage power supplies, [...]
• [...] floating high-voltage power supplies, [...]
• [...] data transmission, clock and trigger distribution through optical links or
shielded twisted-pair cables, [...]
• [...] detector located inside a faraday cage. [...]
This negates the first philosophy at an intersystem level, but still allows it inside the
sub detector. Only the final system will show all systematic effects which could not
be predicted from a small prototype. Implementing provisions for both
philosophies allows us to postpone the choice until more experience has been
acquired. Therefore the following text will show how to realize both approaches.
3.4.1 End Cap
The interconnections among the different conductive pieces and “grounds” inside
the detector have to be system related for the controlled-currents grounding
approach. The connections have to be designed to allow the currents of the
different subsystems to flow where they belong without interfering with other
subsystems. The main aim is to break all current loops for low frequencies and to
provide low impedance paths or high impedance paths respectively for high
frequencies.
Electromagnetic Compatibility
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Figure 3.22 shows the grounding scheme for the TRT end cap. The smallest unit of
the end cap is 1/32 of one half of a wheel which is created by the granularity of the
front-end boards and their power supplies. The ASDBLR and DTMROC boards
have multiple signal connections between each other. Thus their ground planes are
full planes which are connected tightly over multiple ground pins on their interface
connectors. The power for these boards derives from a common input connector at
the DTMROC board. The modularity for the power supplies is 1/32 of a complete
wheel. Thus, the two halves have to be decoupled by the impedance Z of the
power-supply filter.
The front-end electronics plugs onto the active webs. The cooling structure
connects the two active webs and the two passive webs and provides a substantial
ground plane. A copper-plated kapton sheet connects the inner seal and ring 1,
which are capacitively coupled to the wires of the straws, to the ground plane of the
active web. Because this connection is seen as a part of the signal return path, the
“left” and “right” side are connected and force the return current of the “right” side
to flow over the left “side”. This is undesirable, whereas breaking this connection
and adding a return path for both sides would be a more uniform approach. Ring 2
and 3, which are strongly coupled to the outputs of the straws, are also connected
in this way.
A segmentation of the system into ground subsystems in the azimuthal direction is
impossible because of the unitary carbon fibre rings and the cooling and gas pipes.
In this case the different parts of the ground system have to be connected together
to provide the smallest impedance.
Figure 3.22 Grounding scheme of the TRT end cap for the controlled-currents method: the cooling structures
provide together with the active and passive web a reference plane which is interconnected by a
high number of low-value resistors; from this base plane all other system components (ASDBLR
board, DTMROC board, ring 1 to 3, and inner seal) are connected starlike; the services are
decoupled by filter impedances and led inside a conductive cable tray which is heavily connected
to the shield; a reference/safety connection from the back end is connected only once to the
over-all shield and the reference plane of the system.
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In the axial direction a segmentation, which makes it possible to control the system
currents, is possible. Though there is a high capacitive coupling among the wheels -
especially between two copper-plated kapton sheets between two wheels - a
separation can decrease crosstalk. Nevertheless, a common reference point is
necessary to stay in the common mode range of the differential receivers for data
and control signals. The squirrel cage would provide a good conductive structure
for this purpose. As the squirrel cage is intended to be part of a shielding structure,
shield currents may introduce potential differences. In addition, the squirrel cage is
not present at the level of the wheels C. The reference point should be chosen to
provide the same potential for the front-end electronics and the structures which
surround the sensitive part of the detector. In the case of the TRT this would be the
ASDBLR-board ground. The ground planes of the connected ASDBLR boards
would build the reference ground plane for the system. For feasibility reasons, the
level of the web and the cooling structure was chosen as reference plane.
Additional ground connections between an ASDBLR board and the active web
strongly bind the ASDBLR board-ground to this reference. Connecting the active
webs to its neighbors of the next wheel with a big number of small value resistors -
three per 1/96 of a wheel - and additional ones in the azimuthal direction among
the flexible parts of the webs provide a good global reference plane and allow local
filtering of voltage differences [59].
The wheels connected in this way to one module with a common shield have only
one single connection to this surrounding shield. The safety and reference-ground
cable connects at the same point from the outside. This provides the reference and
safety potential and avoids shield currents flowing into the system. An impedance
can decouple the reference plane for high frequency as no current should flow over
this connection.
The design of the grounding scheme has also to include the possibility that one
could change to the second grounding approach, namely solid ground connections.
This requires the replacement of the resistors by direct connections, the possibility
to connect the inner seals together, and additional connections between the
DTMROC boards and the squirrel cage or over-all shield respectively.
Assuming that the ATLAS grounding scheme could be changed, we have to plan
additional possibilities to connect the TRT to the cryostat.
3.4.2 Barrel
The design of the barrel does not allow us to implement the controlled-current
grounding approach because of the confined space and the high density of the
electronics. It was decided to integrate only the low-impedance approach.
Figure 3.23 shows the grounding scheme for the TRT barrel. The straws of each
module are housed in separate carbon-fibre shells. The front-end electronics covers
both ends of the shells. A copper layer at the outer wall of the outermost module
and one at the inner wall of the innermost module build, together with a special
shield layer at the interconnected roof boards, an over-all shield.
The roof boards will also build the reference plane, to which the reference/safety
line connects. All of the electronics inside the shield tie tightly to the reference
plane. The ground plane of the tension plate connects through the cooling plate and
the ASDBLR and DTMROC boards to the reference at the roof board.
Electromagnetic Compatibility
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The incoming services are decoupled over the filter impedances.
This grounding scheme foresees to have the lowest possible impedance between
any two points of the system. This will allow currents to flow over multiple parallel
paths. Even shield currents can enter the system and change the local ground
reference.
However, the current grounding scheme will have to change with the potential new
design changes mentioned in chapter 3.3.4. E.g. a flexible roof board will not
provide the demanded shielding functionality. Adding a copper-plated kapton
sheet to close the over-all shield instead of the using the roof boards would
decouple the reference function from the shield function. Introducing a cable-tray
concept like for the end cap would allow one to reduce the number of shield
penetrations and add an additional noise filter.
Figure 3.23 Grounding scheme of the TRT barrel: each barrel module is surrounded with a carbon-fibre shell;
the inner wall of the inner module and the outer wall of the outer module are copper plated and
build together with the roof boards the faraday shield; a reference/safety connection from the
back-end electronics connects to the interconnected roof-plane which builds also the reference
plane; inside a module all system components are connected heavily together to provide the
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3.4.3 Services
The shield currents are not allowed to enter into regions with sensitive electronics.
Therefore the services and especially their exits have to be treated carefully. The
main concern is to avoid DC ground loops. The effects of unavoidable ground
loops for high frequencies can be reduced by limiting the loop area. Thus it is




Figure 3.24 shows how to connect the data and the control cables to the grounding
system. The individually-shielded twisted pair (STP) is connected directly to the
DTMROC (or roof respectively) ground and over a capacitor to the local ground of
the active patch panel at PPB/F2 to break the ground loop for low frequencies but
to allow to short-circuit high-frequency noise currents. The common shield of the
twisted-pair bundles (UTP) is connected directly to the patch-panel ground and
over a capacitor to the ground of the back-end electronics. Separate cables or braids
respectively provide the reference point and safety.
The cable tray connected to the over-all shield acts as feed-through capacitor and
second shield for the cables. It is not directly connected to the individual shields of
the cables. In addition it cancels the loop area of potential loops between two
cables. Additional cable trays after PPB/F1 applied in the same way are
recommend but not yet considered.
low-voltage
supply
The low-voltage-power-supply cables are not fully defined yet. Preferably, the
analogue and the digital supplies should have separate ground returns and
individual shields - see figure 3.25.
Figure 3.24 Schematic diagram of the grounding scheme of the data and control signals from the front-end
electronics to the back-end electronics: the shield of the twisted-pair cables connects only at one
end directly to ground to break DC loops and over a capacitor at the other end to grant shielding
against magnetic fields; the mutual capacitance among the cables and the cable tray couples the
cables with the over-all shield for high frequencies; separate strips create reference and safety for
the active patch panel at PPB/F2 and for the back-end electronics.
over-all shield
DTMROC
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Figure 3.25 Schematic diagram of the grounding scheme of the low-voltage supply of the front-end
electronics: the shield of the twisted-pair cables connects only at one end directly to ground to
break DC loops and over a capacitor at the other end to guaranty shielding against magnetic
fields; the mutual capacitance among the cables and the cable tray couples the cables with
over-all shield for high frequencies.
over-all shieldDTMROC
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The shields are connected directly to the DTMROC ground plane and over a
capacitor to the low-voltage patch panel at PPB/F2. Thus, it will not allow
low-frequency currents to flow. High-frequency currents are short circuited over
the capacitance to the cable tray. The lower static magnetic field and the higher
available space than within the Inner Detector allows one to use efficient filters at
PPB/F2. Thus it is possible to switch to cheaper multi-core cables with a common
shield. However, it is recommended to separate the analogue and digital supply




Miniature coaxial cables are used inside the Inner Detector for the high-voltage
distribution. The shields of these cables carry the return currents. Additional pins
of the connector patch panel at PPB/F1 and PPB/F2 provide increased conductivity
for these returns. Outside the Inner Detector, the transmission is implemented by
multi-core coaxial cables. Separate lines are reserved for the current return. Thus
the shield does not have to carry any return current.
gas & cooling
pipes
The separation of the gas and cooling pipes inside the TRT is not feasible. Thus they
were chosen to build together with the cooling structure and the active and passive
web the reference plane. Insulation pieces electrically break the pipes where they
enter the TRT-detector volume. Inside the detector, the pipes are heavily connected
to the cooling structures. Outside the detector they are bonded to the over-all
shield.
Further insulation pieces at several detector interfaces can allow one to define the
separate parts of the pipes as “electrical” parts of other sub systems. In these cases,
the pipes are to be tied to the local ground.
Figure 3.26 Schematic diagram of the grounding scheme of the high-voltage supply of the front-end
electronics: the shield of the mini-coax cables carries the return current for the high voltage within
the detector; extra ground pins are added at PPB/F1 to improve the transmission of the return
current; multi-core coaxial cables are used outside the Inner Detector; additional lines take over
the transmission of the current return; no DC current flows over the shield.
over-all shield
mini coax
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Figure 3.27 Schematic diagram of the grounding scheme of the gas and cooling supply of the TRT: the pipes
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3.4.4 Connections
To have “as good as possible” ground connections, seamless joints would be the
optimum. However, this is not practicable in the TRT. A single point connection is
enough to define the DC potential of a conductive structure. In case of high
frequencies the connections have to provide a low impedance. Single junctions
have an inductance depending on their length and cross section. Thus the
impedance of these connections rises with the frequency. Multiple connections are
necessary to define an equipotential plane.
A systematic approach will indicate where the connections belong in order to allow
return currents to flow back to the source without detour.
An impedance approach requires one to provide the smallest possible resistance
and reactance in the system. This means that one must put multiple connections in
parallel to decrease the impedance.
In terms of frequency, it is a rule of thumb to make the connections each 1/20 to
1/10 of the wavelength of the highest frequency produced or introduced into the
system in order to minimize standing waves.
According to this, the connections between parts in the TRT should be placed every
5 to 7 cm. Interconnection wires should be as short and as broad as possible for
lowest possible inductance.
Electromagnetic Compatibility
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Chapter   4
Results & Discussion
As indicated in the title of this thesis my work at CERN was dedicated to signal
integrity and electromagnetic compatibility. The SI part mainly included modeling,
simulating, and measuring twisted-pair cables and cable filters, and investigating
possible repeater solutions. The EMC part was composed of redesigning the
front-end-electronics boards in order to improve the noise performance,
investigating and defining a grounding scheme for the TRT sub detector, and
evaluating the compatibility with the surrounding sub detectors.
signal integrity In order to develop a model of shielded-twisted-pair cables, I started at CERN
using commercial electromagnetic-field simulation tools, but these tools reached
their limits due to the double-helical structure and the small size of the cable.
Finally, measurements in combination with spice simulations allowed the design of
a proper compensation network which will be integrated into the final design.
We investigated several repeater designs including combinations of LVDS receivers
or fast comparators with LVDS drivers and discrete transistor networks and
concluded that it would be necessary to design a bipolar ASIC as LVDS repeater.
For the intermediate system test, I designed repeater patch panels using the first
solutions.
Furthermore, I explored the rest of the system in terms of signal integrity, such as
the granularity of the distribution of the control signals.
Finally, we established a completely working transmission link from a sector
prototype over the front-end electronics, twisted-pair cables, and repeater patch
panels to the back-end electronics in the laboratory.
electromagnetic
compatibility
During the second half of my work I concentrated on electromagnetic
compatibility. We examined different grounding schemes using the existing sector
prototype and electronics. This, together with the estimation of possible noise
sources of the TRT and neighboring sub detectors, led to the above mentioned
approaches for controlled currents and lowest possible impedance inside the
system.
I then turned my principal attention to the redesign and simulation of the front-end
boards. Using the results of my research allowed us to decrease the noise level of
the front-end electronics close to the level of the bare analogue chip.
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Measurements at BNL showed that the electronics and the services of the TRT will
not influence the LAr calorimeter and its front-end electronics - the most
susceptible victim of the TRT.
However, only a bigger and more realistic prototype will show the response of the
full system. Small systematic effects could pile up in a complex system like the TRT
with thousands of analogue and digital chips.
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Appendix   A
Glossary of Terms
The physics part of this chapter derives mainly from “The ATLAS-Experiment
Glossary” [60].
absorption loss
That part of the transmission loss due to the dissipation or conversation into other
forms of energy.
accelerator
A machine used to accelerate particles to high speeds and thus high energy
compared to their rest mass-energy.
ALEPH
A particle detector of the LEP accelerator.
ALICE
A future particle detector for the LHC accelerator.
ASDBLR
The analogue chip of the front-end electronics of the ATLAS TRT.
ASIC
A custom microchip designed for a specific application.
ASTRAL
Name of the combined ASDBLR and DTMROC chip.
ATLAS
A future particle detector for the LHC accelerator.
back-end electronics
The electronics outside the detector.
baryon
A hadron made from three quarks. The proton (uud) and the neutron (udd) are
both baryons. They may also contain additional quark-antiquark pairs.
beam
The particle stream produced by an accelerator usually clustered in bunches.
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boson
A particle that has integer intrinsic angular momentum (spin) measured in units of
(spin = 0, 1, 2,...). All particles are either fermions or bosons. The particles
associated with all the fundamental interactions (forces) are bosons. Composite
particles with even numbers of fermion constituents (quarks) are also bosons.
bottom quark
The fifth flavor of quark (in order of increasing mass), with electric charge -1/3.
bremsstrahlung
Radiation emitted by a charged particle under acceleration.
calorimeter
A device that can measure the energy deposited in it.
characteristic impedance
The impedance of a circuit that, when connected to the output terminals of a
uniform transmission line of arbitrary length, causes the line to appear infinitely
long.
charm quark
The fourth flavor of quark (in order of increasing mass), with electric charge +2/3.
CMS
A future particle detector for the LHC accelerator.
collider
An accelerator in which two beams travelling in opposite directions are steered
together to provide high-energy collisions between the particles in one beam and
those in the other.
CP-violation
CP-violation is one of three conditions outlined in 1964 by Russian physicist Andrei
Sakharov to account for the observed imbalance of matter and antimatter in the
universe.
cross talk
An undesired signal disturbance introduced in a transmission circuit by mutual
coupling with other transmission circuits.
daughter board (also stamp board)
The PCB with bonded die(s). This PCB does the actual signal read out.
DELPHI
A particle detector of the LEP accelerator.
detector
Any device used to sense the passage of a particle. Also a collection of such devices
designed so that each serves a particular purpose in allowing physicists to
reconstruct particle events.
DMILL
Mixed analog-digital BiCMOS technology.
dose
The term dose (absorbed dose) refers to the mean energy imparted by ionizing
Glossary of Terms
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radiation to the matter in a volume divided by the mass contained in the respective
volume.
down quark
The second flavor of quark (in order of increasing mass), with electric charge -1/3.
DTMROC
The digital chip of the TRT-front-end electronics.
electromagnetic compatibility
The condition or situation whereby a device or system is capable of functioning
satisfactorily in the electromagnetic environment without introducing intolerable
disturbance to that environment
electromagnetic interaction
The interaction due to electric charge; this includes magnetic effects which have to
do with moving electric charges.
electron
The least massive electrically charged particle, hence absolutely stable. It is the
most common lepton, with electric charge -1.
electronvolt
The energy of radiation is usually measured in units of electronvolt (eV). This unit
is defined as the energy gained by an electron when it is accelerated through a




In the Standard Model, electromagnetic and weak interactions are related (unified),
physicists use the term electroweak to encompass both of them.
event:
What occurs when two particles collide or a single particle decays. Particle theories
predict the probabilities of various possible events occurring when many similar
collisions or decays are studied. They cannot predict the outcome for any single
event.
far-field region
The region of the field of an antenna where the angular field distribution is
essentially independent of the distance from the antenna
fermion
Any particle that has odd-half-integer (1/2, 3/2, ...) intrinsic angular momentum
(spin). As a consequence of this peculiar angular momentum, fermions obey a rule
called the Pauli-Exclusion Principle, which states that no two fermions can exist in
the same state at the same place and time. Many of the properties of ordinary
matter arise because of this rule. Electrons, protons and neutrons are all fermions,
as are all the fundamental matter particles, both quarks and leptons.
flavor
The name used for the different quark types (up, down, strange, charm, bottom,
top) and for the different lepton types (electron, muon, tau). For each charged
lepton flavor there is a corresponding neutrino flavor. In other words, flavor is the
1eV 1.602 10 19– J⋅=
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quantum number that distinguishes the different quark/lepton types. Each flavor
of quark and charged lepton has a different mass. For neutrinos we do not yet
know if they have a mass or what the masses are.
front-end electronics
The electronics detached on the detector.
ghost
A secondary image or signal resulting from echo, envelope delay distortion, or
multipath reception.
gluon
The carrier particle of strong interactions.
ground loop
A condition where the local grounds at each end of a length of cable or of two
distant points in system are at a different potential. This sometimes causes
hadron
A particle made of strongly-interacting constituents. These include the mesons and
baryons. Such particles participate in residual strong interactions.
Higgs boson
The carrier particle or quantum excitation of the additional force needed to
introduce particle masses in the Standard Model. Not yet observed.
interaction
A process in which a particle decays or it responds to a force due to the presence of
another particle (as in a collision). Also used to mean the underlying property of
the theory that causes such effects.
kaon
A meson containing a strange quark and an anti-up (or an anti-down) quark, or an
anti-strange quark and an up (or down) quark.
L3
A particle detector of the LEP accelerator.
LEP
The LEP is the largest particle collider in the world. In a ring 27 km in
circumference, buried about 100 m underground, bunches of electrons and
positrons race round in opposite directions as they are accelerated to almost the
speed of light.
lepton
A fundamental fermion that does not participate in strong interactions. The
electrically-charged leptons are the electron, the muon, the tau, and their
antiparticles. Electrically-neutral leptons are called neutrinos.
LHC
The Large Hadron Collider at the CERN laboratory in Geneva, Switzerland. LHC
will collide protons into protons at a center-of-mass energy of about 14 TeV. When
completed in the year 2005, it will be the most powerful particle accelerator in the
world. It is hoped that it will unlock many of the remaining secrets of particle
physics.
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LHCb
A future particle detector for the LHC accelerator.
LVDS
Low-Voltage Differential Signaling is a data interface standard which is defined in




A hadron made from an even number of quark constituents. The basic structure of
most mesons is one quark and one antiquark.
microstrip
A transmission line consisting of a metallized strip and a solid ground plane
metallization separated by a thin, solid dielectric.
muon
The second flavor of charged lepton (in order of increasing mass), with electric
charge -1.
neutrino
A lepton with no electric charge. Neutrinos participate only in weak and
gravitational interactions and therefore are very difficult to detect. There are three
known types of neutrino all of which are very light and could possibly even have
zero mass.
neutron
A baryon with electric charge zero; it is a fermion with a basic structure of two
down quarks and one up quark (held together by gluons). The neutral component
of an atomic nucleus is made from neutrons. Different isotopes of the same element
are distinguished by having different numbers of neutrons in their nucleus.
neutron fluence
Particle fluence is defined as the number of particles traversing a unit area in a
certain point in space in a unit period of time.
OPAL
A particle detector of the LEP accelerator.
particle
A subatomic object with a definite mass and charge.
photon
The carrier particle of electromagnetic interactions.
pion
The least massive type of meson, pions can have electric charges 1 or 0.
pixel detector
A semiconductor detector made of wafers with very small rectangular two-
dimensional detector elements.
positron
The antiparticle of the electron.
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proton
The most common hadron, a baryon with electric charge (+1) equal and opposite to
that of the electron (-1). Protons have a basic structure of two up quarks and one
down quark (bound together by gluons). The nucleus of a hydrogen atom is a
proton. A nucleus with electric charge Z contains Z protons; therefore the number
of protons is what distinguishes the different chemical elements.
quark (Austrian: Topfen - Farmer’s Cheese)
A fundamental fermion that has strong interactions. Quarks have electric charge of
either 2/3 (up, charm, top) or -1/3 (down, strange, bottom) in units where the
proton charge is 1.
reflection
The abrupt change in direction of a wave front at an interface between two
dissimilar media so that the wave front returns into the medium from which it
originated.
rest mass
The rest mass of a particle is the mass defined by the energy of the isolated (free)
particle at rest, divided by the square of the velocity of the speed of light.
roof board
The PCB designed to cover one half of the tension plate with mounted daughter
boards.
slew rate
Time dervative of output voltage in response to a sudden change in input voltage.
SPS
The Super-Proton Synchrotron is a circular accelerator, 6 km in circumference,
buried underground. It was built originally to accelerate protons but it has since
operated as a proton-antiproton collider, a heavy-ion accelerator, and an
electron/positron injector for LEP. As a proton-antiproton collider in the 1980s, it
provided the first observations of the W and Z particles, the carriers of the weak
force.
Standard Model
Physicists’ name for the theory of fundamental particles and their interactions. It is
widely tested and is accepted as correct by particle physicists.
strange quark
The third flavor of quark (in order of increasing mass), with electric charge -1/3.
straw
The detecting element of the TRT.
stripline
A transmission line consisting of a conductor above or between extended
conducting surfaces.
tau lepton
The third flavor of charged lepton (in order of increasing mass), with electric charge
-1.
tension plate
The PCB of the barrel placed on the end of the straws. This PCB supplies the
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mechanical fastening for the read-out wires and connects the input-signal to the
read-out daughter boards.
termination:
The load connected to a transmission line, circuit, or device. For a uniform
transmission line, if the termination impedance is equal to the characteristic
impedance of the line, wave reflections from the end of the line will be avoided.
top quark
The sixth flavor of quark (in order of increasing mass), with electric charge 2/3. Its
mass is much greater than any other quark or lepton.
track
The record of the path of a particle traversing a detector.
transition radiation
Transistion radiation is produced when a relativistic particle traverses an
inhomogeneous medium.
transmission line
The conductive connections between circuit elements that carry signal power.
TRT
Transition Radiation Tracker, the central vertex detector for the ATLAS detector.
up quark
The least massive flavor of quark, with electric charge 2/3.
vertex detector
A detector in collider experiments positioned as close as possible to the collision
point. The goal of a vertex detector is to measure particle tracks very close to the
interaction point.
waveguide below cutoff
A waveguide operated in a frequency range such that there is no real propagation
of energy and incident fields are attenuated exponentially with length.
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Appendix   B
Glossary of Acronyms
AC............... ALTERNATING CURRENT
ALICE ........ A LARGE ION COLLIDER EXPERIMENT
ASDBLR .... AMPLIFIER-SHAPER-DISCRIMINATOR WITH BASE-LINE RESTORATION
ASIC .......... APPLICATION-SPECIFIC INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
ASTRAL.....  analogue-digital ASIC containing the ASDBLR and the DTMROC
ALEPH ....... APPARATUS FOR LEP PHYSICS
ATLAS ....... A TOROIDAL LHC APPARATUS
AWG........... AMERICAN WIRE GAUGE
BER ............. BIT ERROR RATE
BICMOS ..... COMBINED BIPOLAR AND CMOS TECHNOLOGY
BNL............. BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
BC................ BUNCH CROSSING
CERN ......... CONSEIL EUROPÉEN POUR LA RECHERCHE NUCLÉAIRE
CMOS......... COMPLEMENTARY-METAL-OXIDE SEMICONDUCTOR
CMS ........... COMPACT MUON SOLENOID
DC............... DIRECT CURRENT
DELPHI...... DETECTOR WITH LEPTON, PHOTON, AND HADRON IDENTIFICATION
DMILL........ RADIATION-HARD BICMOS PROCESS OF TEMIC
DTMROC .. DRIFT-TIME MEASUREMENT READOUT CHIP
EM............... ELECTROMAGNETIC
EMC ........... ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY
EMI ............. ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE
FEB.............. FRONT-END BOARD
HV............... HIGH VOLTAGE
L1A ............. LEVEL-1 ACCEPT
L3 ................ LEP EXPERIMENT
LAR ............ LIQUID ARGON
LED............. LIGHT-EMITTING DIODE
LEP ............ LARGE ELECTRON POSITRON COLLIDER
LHC ........... LARGE HADRON COLLIDER
LHCB ......... LARGE HADRON COLLIDER BEAUTY
LV................ LOW VOLTAGE
LVDS........... LOW-VOLTAGE DIFFERENTIAL SIGNAL
OPAL .......... OMNI PURPOSE APPARATUS FOR LEP
PC................ PRINTED CIRCUIT
PCB ............. PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
PP................ PATCH PANEL
PPB.............. PATCH PANEL FOR BARREL
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PPF.............. PATCH PANEL FOR END-CAP (FORWARD)
PS ................ PROTON SYNCHROTRON
PSPICE ......... SPICE SOFTWARE OF ORCAD
RMS ............ ROOT MEAN SQUARE
ROB ........... READOUT BUFFER
ROD ........... READOUT DRIVER
ROI ............ REGIONS OF INTEREST
SCT ............ SEMICONDUCTOR TRACKER
SI ................. SIGNAL INTEGRITY
SPICE ......... SIMULATION PROGRAM WITH INTEGRATED CIRCUIT EMPHASIS
SPS.............. SUPER PROTON SYNCHROTRON
STP.............. SHIELDED TWISTED PAIR
TDR ............ TECHNICAL-DESIGN REPORT
TRT ............. TRANSITION RADIATION TRACKER
TTC............. TRIGGER, TIMING, AND CONTROL DISTRIBUTION MODULE
TTL ............. TRANSISTOR-TRANSISTOR LOGIC
UA .............. UNDERGROUND AREA
USA ............ UNDERGROUND SERVICE AREA
UTP............. UNSHIELDED TWISTED PAIR
VME ........... VERSAMODULE EUROCARD BUS
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Appendix   C
and in the case ...
... it does not work, we should probably follow our ancestor Thomas Alva Edison.
He tried to build a machine to register the voice of ghosts and spirits and
accidentally invented the phonograph. Would placing this little sign really harm
physics ...
Figure C.1 The magic seal of king Solomon to detain bad ghosts [61]
and in the case ...
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Or following an article written by Martin Growled for Australian Electronics
Engineering [62]:
1. Put everything in metal boxes ... no, lead boxes - two lead boxes, in fact.
2. Don’t make anything electric, use steam. But not for the European market because
of the Simple Pressure Vessels Directive.
3. Don’t make anything with wires which connect to anything else. Communication
should be by semaphore, hydraulics or string.
4. If you must use electricity, earth everything - even signal lines.
5. Use metal connectors, metal shells, metal switches, metal fasteners; solder them all
together and earth everything.
6. Put ferrites on everything, even string.
7. Don’t use electric motors. Use mice in little cage wheels. Put earth straps on the
mice.
8. Don’t have any ventilation holes. They allow RF energy to escape from the
enclosure. I know it’s bad for the mice, but we live in a disposable age, after all.
9. Bond everything to an earth plane - portable devices have the potential to generate
way too much interference anyway.
10. Don’t have any removable parts - they compromise the integrity of the enclosure.
Mice should be sealed in at the time of manufacture. This stops pooh getting
everywhere too.
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Date of birth: January 3, 1973
Place of birth: Vienna, Austria
Academic degree: Dipl.-Ing.
Business address: CERN EP-ATE
CH-1211 GENEVA 23
++ 41 22 76 75927
++ 41 22 78 24897 (FAX)
Martin.Mandl@cern.ch
Private addresses: Le Clos de Prieure - E6
56, rte du Saleve
F-01280 Prevession - Moens
++ 33 450 405551
Fernkorngasse 49/1/6/56
A-1100 WIEN
++ 43 1 6027821
Martin.Mandl@ieee.org
1979 - 1983 Public Primary School
Bernhardtstalgasse 19/I, A - 1100 Vienna
1983 - 1987 Grammar School
scientific department
Laaer Berg-Straße 1, A - 1100 Vienna
1987 - 1992 Establishment of Secondary Technical Education of Vienna XXII
High School for Electronics and Communications Technology
Donaustadtstraße 45, A - 1220 Vienna
June 1, 1992 School-leaving exam with honours
March 1993
 - June 1997
Studies of electrical engineering at the Technical University of Vienna
Karlsplatz 13, A - 1040 Vienna
June 29, 1995 First diploma exam of electrical engineering
August 1995
 - June 1997
Studies of computer engineering
esp. biomedical engineering and economics, industrial science and working
techniques
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 - May 1997
Dissertation - Adaptation of an Interferometer in Order to Measure the Depth
of the Human Cornea
at the Institute of Physics at the Technical University of Vienna together with the
Second Department of Ophthalmology of the General Hospital of Vienna and
the Institute of Electronics at the Technical University of Vienna
June 20, 1997 Second diploma exam with First Class Honour
October 1, 1997 Doctoral studies in Technical Science
at the European Laboratory for Particle Physics CERN
CH-01211 Geneva, SWITZERLAND
Optimization of Signal Integrity and Noise Performance of the High Density
Digital Links of the TRT Readout System
together with the Institute of Electronics at the Technical University of Vienna
September, 1998 CERN School of Computing
organized by CERN in collaboration with the Laboratório de Instrumentação e
Física Experimental de Partículas, Lisbon and the University of Madeira
1992 School leaving exam with honours
1992 Awarded by IBM Austria as the best graduate of the HTL Vienna XXII
1995 Productivity scholarship as the best domestic student of the Faculty of Elec-
tronics of the Technical University of Vienna
1996 Study grant for outstanding success and initiative of the Faculty of Electronics
of the Technical University of Vienna
1997 Productivity scholarship of Electronics of the Technical University of Vienna
1997 Study grant for outstanding success and initiative of the Faculty of Electronics
of the Technical University of Vienna
1997 Second diploma exam with First Class Honour
1997 ÖGMA award of the ÖVE (Austrian Society of Electrical Engineering)
1992 - 1993 Panzer-Bataillon 33
Burstynkaserne, am Flugfeld, A - 2324 Zwölfaxing
8 months national service as assistant of the telecommunications engineer and
the armourer
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EMPLOYMENT
July, August 1988 Production and Sales
Printtechnik, Elektronische Bausätze GesmbH
Stumpergasse 34, A - 1060 Vienna
August 1989 Construction
Österreichische Donaukraftwerke AG
Parkring 12, A - 1011 Vienna
July 1990 Production
Siemens AG Österreich
Apostelgasse 12, A - 1031 Vienna
July 1991 Production
Tandon Computer GesmbH
Shuttleworthstraße 4-8, A - 1210 Vienna
1993 - 1994 Electronic data capture and technical administration of general annual meet-
ings and shareholders’ meetings
Dataservice Organisations- und Datenverarbeitungs-GesmbH
Rennweg 46-50, A - 1030 Vienna
1993 - 1996 Assistance at the “Atemschule” and the “Migräne-Sprechstunde”
Development of data banks and information booklets
Telephone marketing
Glaxo Pharmazeutika GesmbH
Julius Meinl-Gasse 2a, A - 1160 Vienna
July, September 1994 EMC-Tests
Siemens AG Österreich
Erdberger Lände 26, A - 1030 Vienna
Entwicklungszentrum Elektronik für “Öffentliche Netze”
July, September 1995 EMC-Tests
Development of ISO 9000-Protocols for EMC-Tests
Siemens AG Österreich
Haidingergasse 18-22, A - 1030 Vienna
Programm- und Systementwicklung / EZE4 Öffentliche Netze
July 1996 Linking of measurement equipment for automation of EMC-Tests
Siemens AG Österreich
Haidingergasse 18-22, A - 1030 Vienna
Programm- und Systementwicklung / PSE TNT 5
October 1, 1997 Doctoral Student
European Laboratory for Particle Physics CERN
CH-01211 Geneva, SWITZERLAND
October 1, 1997 Assistant
at the Institute of Electronics at the Technical University of Vienna
Karlsplatz 13, A - 1040 Vienna
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LANGUAGES
COMPUTER LANGUAGE AND SYSTEMS
SPECIAL SKILLS
shorthand and typewriting
seminar “team development and management
training” by Coverdale communication- and rhetoric training
 communication- and rhetoric training
driving licence




squash, inline-skating, ice-skating, basketball, jogging, sailing, tap-dance, drawing,
metaphysics, juggling
                                                                   Geneva, 2/16/00
German mother tongue
English university level, official language at CERN
French official language at CERN, domicile in France
several Basic- and Pascal dialects, C, C++, Prolog, several visual programming
languages, several assembler languages, TCL/TK, JAVA, Javascript
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